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Winter is almost here! 
The fall leaves have changed colors and most have 
blanketed the ground. This tree is holding on to its 
last leaves. The prediction is for a long, cold winter 
with lots of snow but so far Clemson has been 
spared the frigid temperatures. 
Hall of Fame Bowl tickets 
to go on sale Dec. 5 
by Annette Cowden 
staff writer 
Tickets for the 1991 Hall of 
Fame Bowl will go on sale at 
7:00 a.m. Wednesday, Dec. 5, 
at gate six of Littlejohn Coli- 
seum. 
The price of each ticket is 
$25.00. Each student is allowed 
to purchase two tickets per Ti- 
ger Stripe Card, and each stu- 
dent may bring four Tiger 
Stripe Cards. 
"Camping out for tickets is 
neither necessary or recom- 
mended," Student Body Presi- 
dent Derrick Pierce said after 
conferring with Reginald 
Brewer, ticket manager for the 
athletic department. Last year 
student demands for tickets to 
the Gator Bowl were fully met 
and student tickets were still 
available at the end ticket sales. 
Pierce said. 
Fifteen percent of tickets al- 
located to the University will 
be available to students. This 
represents 3400 tickets. Six 
percent of allocated tickets will 
be available to the faculty and 
79 percent will be available to 
IPTAY season ticket holders, 
Pierce said. These percentages 
directly reflect the average at- 
tendance percentage of each 
group at home football games. 
Students were allowed 14 
percent of available tickets last 
year at the Gator Bowl. 
The one percent increase for 
this year represents a marked 
increase in average student at- 
tendance at home football 
games, said Pierce. 
Pierce endorsed the system, 
pointing out that ample tickets 
should be available to students 
who wish to purchase them 
and that students have been 
allocated a larger percentage 
of tickets this year. 
The Hall of Fame Bowl re- 
tains more tickets for distribu- 
tion than both participating 
schools combined. 
Social policy stirs controversy 
for campus drinkers 
by Cameron Boiand 
staff writer 
The Clemson University social 
policy that was implemented during 
the spring semester last year is once 
again in the middle of controversy. 
The policy is the product of a 
joint committee made up of stu- 
dents, administrators, and faculty 
members with input from the Stu- 
dent Senate. 
Some in Student Government 
feel that the idea of party managers 
and the campus wide ban of keg 
beer was forced on them by the 
administration and these two items 
certainly have drawn more fire than 
any other parts ofthe policy. The 
consensus of Student Government 
is that the policy was to be reviewed 
after two semesters. If any changes 
need to be made, they will be made 
after the Christmas holidays. It 
now appears that deadline may.not 
be met and the reasons for that are 
a little unclear. 
Derrick Pierce, student body 
president, stressed that he wants "to 
have a revised policy as soon as 
possible, but I don't want to rush 
and come up with something that 
might be unsatisfactory." 
Philip Bradley, who is the chair- 
man of Student Government's 
committee on the social policy, 
agreed. "Right now we're more 
concerned about getting the things 
that we think need to be changed 
and getting everything going before 
we worry about when things need 
to be done. Whether or not a new 
policy is implemented right when 
we get back doesn't make any dif- 
ference." Bradley cautioned, 
though, that it would be mistake to 
delay the policy any longer than 
absolutely necessary. 
Most students and many faculty 
members (the social policy applies 
to all campus functions, even those 
sponsored by faculty members) feel 
that the policy has some definite 
flaws as it is currently written. 
Pierce stated, "I question the 
party manager idea all together. I 
also, personally, disagree with the 
keg rule (referring to the ban on 
kegs)." He indicated that the num- 
ber of registered parties has de- 
creased dramatically since the new 
policy was made effective. There 
have even been a number of com- 
plaints from alumni who have re- 
turned for on campus parties and 
found things dramatically different. 
Bradley feels that the policies 
major flaw lies in the way it was 
written. "There's a lot there that 
seems like they (the authors of the 
policy) were trying to cover every 
aspect to prevent an underage 
drinker from drinking. In the 
meantime, they've taken a lot ofthe 
rights of people who are of legal 
age away," he said. 
One sticking point is that the 
policy's enforcement does not seem 
to be uniform for all those on 
campus. The social policy specifi- 
cally states that "keg beer will not 
be allowed on any Clemson Uni- 
versity property." Quite often, 
however, football fans, including 
some IPTAY members, had kegs of 
beer in the motor home parking lot 
while they tailgated before the home 
games. Philip Bradley said that 
"they rent those spots and they can 
do that. Well, I rent my apartment, 
why can't I do that? I'm 21.1 should 
be able to do that." 
Both Pierce and Bradley indi- 
cated that Student Government is 
going to make some suggestions to 
the joint committee that is studying 
the issue and that they were going 
see POLICY, page 11 
Bill Sujin/neus editor 
ROTC cadets carry the banner on the last leg of the walk form Lynch's drug 
stor with Mayor LarryAbernathy and other city officialos. 
Students Walk on Wednesday 
by Bill Swain 
news editor 
"There's got to be some kind of 
vehicle to transmit human care and 
concern without making it politi- 
cal." said Language and Interna- 
tional Trade Professor John Bednar 
about Walk on Wednesday (WOW). 
Approximately 1,000 students, 
faculty and staff participated in the 
program, according to early esti- 
mates by event organizers. 
The walk was to show support 
for American and Allied troops in 
the Middle East by walking to 
campus instead of driving. 
"You have go to be able to tell 
your friend or countryman who is 
overseas in a dangerous position 
that you care about them as a human 
being. This is < .\s of these ways. 
The idea stemmed from one of 
Bednar's classes to emphasize the 
use of gasoline and evolved into a 
program to salute the troops over- 
seas, he said. 
While only fiveorsixof Bednar's 
students walked with the group 
Wednesday morning, over 120 
Army cadets were in uniform. 
Bednar walked 2.7 miles to campus 
from Central. In his words, the trip 
was not too bad and took him only 
45 minutes. 
He also said that although 
minute, "there is a certain amount 
of gasoline tat's not getting burned 
into the atmosphere today. It may 
be a drop in the bucket, but if this 
see WALK, page 
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Amphitheater preacher violently removed from stadium 
by Amy Henderson 
staff writer 
Clemson University's own am- 
phitheater preacher met with vio- 
lent opposition at the Nov. 17, 
football game against the Univer- 
sity of South Carolina. 
Monte Brad Botts, 43, was ar- 
rested for public disorderly con- 
duct and "was causing a di sturbance, 
by waving a sign in front of people 
watching the game," according to 
the police report. "When asked to 
give the sign, he refused. Attempted 
to take it and he became violent." 
The sign read "Worthy is the 
Lamb" on one side and "The Word 
of God" on the other. 
Witnesses reported the use of 
unnecessary force by South Caro- 
lina Law Enforcement (SLED) of- 
ficers. 
"They told him he couldn't have 
signs in the stadium; so he rolled his 
sign up and tucked it under his arm. 
When he told the officers that they 
couldn't have his sign, one guy 
grabbed Botts by his pants and 
pulled him off the platform where 
he had been standing," said Chip 
East, who observed the incident 
from the field. 
"He fell from the platform, which 
is about six feet high, and landed 
flat on his back. Then they grabbed 
him, held his face down in the dirt, 
and beat the hell out of him," East 
continued. 
When asked if Botts became 
violent, East said, "how could he 
be? There were several guys on him 
with their knees in his back!" 
Roger L. Bridges, the arresting 
officer, was unavailable for com- 
ment. 
Clemson senior Steve Browder 
saw the officer holding Botts by the 
back of the shirt collar hustling him 
over to the policemen across the 
field. 
"I was very angry by the way 
they were treating him. They were 
overly rough and did not need to be. 
There was the biggest pacifist be- 
ing jerked around. It struck me as 
being very ironic." 
According to Browder, Botts had 
been walking through the stands 
holding the poster over his head 
turning to let everyone see his sign. 
"He never stopped and wasn't re- 
ally in anyone's way." 
Botts was arrested during the 
fourth quarter with around a minute 
and a half playing time remaining. 
Browder said there were other 
people standing on the platform 
getting ready to walk down onto the 
field. "I didn't understand why he 
was pulled out." 
Monte Botts was released on a 
personal recognizance bond of 
$137. His court date is set for Dec. 
5. 
Peacful protester, 
Monty Botts, (left) was 
forcefully take from 
the stadium during 
Saturday's game. The 
reason for his removal 
was displaying a sign 
that said "Worthy 
is the Lamb" on 
one side and   The 
Word of God" on 
the reverse side. Botts 
frequents the Clemson 
campus preaching in 
the amphitheater and 
other places on-cam- 
pus. 
SLED agents forced 
him to the ground and 
arrested him and fined 
him $137.00. 
Photo taken by Chip 
East,senior staff pho- 
tographer. 
600 student Marketing 301 class questioned 
by Bill Swain 
news editor 
The majority of Marketing 301 
students recommend a smaller class 
size to improve the quality, a recent 
survey concluded. 
The class, taught by Dr. Jim 
Muncy, has over 600 students and is 
taught in Tillman Auditorium. 
As a result of student input, the 
survey was conducted by The Tiger at 
the same time teacher evaluations were 
handed out. 
By the time the survey was con- 
ducted, the last day to drop a class had 
passed. 
Of the 600-plus students in the 
class, 360 returned the survey, 81 took 
the survey but failed to return them 
and almost 200 students were absent 
on the day before an exam. 
The questionnaire asked simple 
questions to reveal problems in the 
structure of the class. A combination 
of yes and no questions were asked as 
well as several open-ended questions 
asking for comments. 
Of those that did respond, almost 
86 percent were required to take the 
course for graduation. 
Students were encouraged to make 
comments about the class with or 
without signing their name to the 
questionnaire. On student said "no class 
should have a 650:1 student/teacher 
ratio. It leads to a boring format. Students 
are forced to memorize instead of learn." 
When asked for an opinion on the 
fact that many students said the course 
had too much memorization, Muncy 
said, "hogwash." Also, he said, the 
nature of the course, being an intro- 
ductory course, tends to be learning 
terminology and basic concepts that 
need to be memorized. 
In contrast, Tom Krupka agreed with 
the size of the class was good so not to 
waste "doctoral resources and apply 
them to low level courses," although he 
did expect a class of around 50 students. 
Another problem addressed by many 
students were the inadequacies of 
Tillman Auditorium fortest taking. Patti 
Beavis felt the testing method was 
lacking. She would have preferred 
"comprehensive essay problems" on 
the exams. Realistically, she did say it 
would be difficult to grade essay 
questions for 600 students "but it is not 
our (the students) fault the class is this 
size. I feel very strongly about this." 
Another section of this class was 
offered. The second section had ap- 
proximately 120 students. Less than 
three percent of the respondents were 
offered the other section as an option 
to the large class. 
Over 17 percent, or one out of five, 
said attending class was not helpful. 
Class notes were provided in the form 
of a textbook at the beginning of the 
semester leading students to believe 
they did not need to attend class. 
Overall, Muncy said, he believes 
the quality of instruction would be the 
same if he were teaching 20 students 
or 600 students. Upper level classes 
would have 50 students instead of 20 
students if it were not for the large 
introductory class. 
The large class has not seemed to 
scare off students from preregistering 
for the class next semester. According 
to the registration records as of 
Wednesday, over 52 percent of those 
signed up to take Marketing 301 signed 
up for the large class format. This 
number represents a larger percentage 
than those signed up for this semester. 
The College of Commerce and In- 
dustry has hire four new marketing 
professors for next year, taking the 
total to number of Marketing faculty 
members to 14. 
Muncy said the Marketing De- 
partment is "moving in the right di- 
rection (to reduce class sizes by adding 
faculty), it just takes a while." 
Resolution speeds new 
canteen site selection 
by Bill Swain 
news editor 
Students, faculty square off in debate 
As a result of a Student Senate 
resolution, a site has been chosen 
for the new canteen to be built be- 
side Riggs and Freeman Halls. 
The resolution was passed in 
last weeks' senate meeting so stu- 
dent representatives could take it to 
the University Facilities and Plan- 
ning Committee, Student Body 
President Derrick Pierce said. 
Also passed at the same meeting 
were resolutions to change the dates 
of fall break so it will fall "directly 
in the middle of the academic se- 
mester," the resolution states, and 
another resolution to schedule fall 
break around home football games. 
Monday in senate, legislation 
was passed to require World Wide 
Concession to provide water at 
athletic events at a minimal charge 
instead of charging the same for 
water as for soft drinks. 
John McKenzie, the senator 
presenting the resolution, said that 
World Wide Concession does not 
provide water at football because 
student senate 
there are cups in the bathrooms and 
there are water fountains at bas- 
ketball games. 
The resolution passed. 
Senate also passed a "Special 
Funding Bill" to provide honoraria 
payments for the director and as- 
sociate director of student services. 
The bill provides $900 for the di- 
rector and $600 for the associate 
director for working one semester. 
Student services directors are 
responsible for maintenance and 
operation for the copying machines 
on campus, part of the shuttle bus 
service and refrigerator rentals, 
Student Body Vice President Amy 
Uhl said. 
The amount is tlje same given to 
last years' directors. 
Two bills from the executive 
branch concerning Student Gov- 
ernment and senate elections were 
sent to the judicial branch to be 
reviewed before senate will vote on 
them. 
by Susan Biggers 
assistant news editor 
At the student-faculty debate 
Wednesday night at Daniel Audito- 
rium the audience voted Professor 
Roger Rollin as best debater while 
the faculty team won the debate 
overall. 
Lemon Professor of Literature 
Roger Rollin and Alumni Professor 
of Visual Arts and Art History, 
Harold Colledge debated against 
censorship while Jason Hartwig and 
Leigh Jeter, President and Vice- 
president of the Calhoun Forensic 
Society respectively, debated in 
favor of censorship. 
Hcsaid the issue was sex and not 
the right to cry fire in a crowded 
theater, not libel, not slander, or not 
whether children should be exposed 
to unconventional exposure. 
These matters are covered by 
law he said, adding the real issue 
was "whether creative people shall 
have the free exercise of their cre- 
ativity or that those of us adults who 
are interested in creative works shall 
have public access to them." 
Rollins pointed to the most op- 
pressive, cruel, inhumane regimes 
the world has ever seen as being the 
company those favoring censorship 
keep. 
The courts have not been able to 
determine, from legal preferences, 
what obscenity actually is. These 
courts turn the matter over to local 
legal systems that are "even less 
equipped to make judicious deter- 
minations as to what is artistic and 
what is obscene according to com- 
munity standards," he said. 
"It is clear that those who advo- 
cate censorship are advocating it 
for thee and me because they, the 
censors, can read or hear controver- 
sial artistic expression without it 
affecting them. They're worried that 
you and I, unlike them, can't handle 
such material. They're afraid such 
creative works will somehow 
transfigure you and I into raging 
sex maniacs or church burners," 
Rollins said. 
Hartwig, the second speaker fa- 
voring censorship, said the First 
Amendment is not an absolute right 
to say anything and to extend it 
beyond political purposes would be 
to trivialize the First Amendment. 
He said censorship has existed 
for 200 years in America with book 
burnings as an example but this did 
not hurl the United States into a 
totalitarian government. 
Cooledge, pointed to "weak- 
ened" societies as those who advo- 
cate censorship. 
The Athenians found several of 
Socrates plays to be blasphemous 
and obscene. Cooledge said these 
concepts existed only in their minds 
and told of a similar experience at 
Clemson. 
The atmosphere of Clemson was 
changing as the old military all male 
stigma was evolving into its new 
and present form. The "new order 
had not jelled" and a production of 
a play was not allowed because it 
was viewed as unpresentable. Just 
recently though this play was per- 
formed at Clemson, Cooledge said. 
The final speaker, Jeter, debat- 
ing in favor of censorship took the 
position that obscenity "cannot be 
thrown on society as a whole due to 
the fact that it does not meet com- 
munity standards." 
The faculty debaters concluded 
by questioning what type of univer- 
sity would Clemson be if all artistic 
programs at the University were 
being censored and academic free- 
dom threatened. 
Student Development Director 
named new vice-president 
by Brandon Grace 
staff writer 
Joy Smith, the current Direc- 
tor of Student Development, will 
soon be moving to Sikes Hall to 
become the new Associate Vice 
President for Student Affairs. 
She will be working with the 
Counseling Center, Career Ser- 
vices, Redfern Health Center, the 
Intramural Department and the 
University Union to help them 
identify new ways to serve the 
Student Body and to assist them 
in getting the resources they need. 
Smith has been in her current 
position for eight years. She has 
been working with student orga- 
nizations such as fraternities and 
sororities, student media and stu- 
dent leadership. 
She also worked with handi- 
capped student services, minor- 
ity student services and student 
judicial issues. 
According to Smith, some of 
the high points of her tenure in 
student development was the ad- 
dition of some new personnel. 
An advisorforminority students, 
a Greek adviser and Handicapped 
Students Services director were 
all created during the last eight 
years. 
Smith is excited about her 
new job and is ready for its chal- 
lenges. 
"Because this is a small town 
there is a need provide health 
care but, it is expensive. I'm 
looking forward to working with 
them and giving them creative 
ideas," Smith said. "There is also 
a need for more activity space on 
this campus. I'll be working with 
Intramural and the Union on that." 
Joy Smith moves into her new 
office in Sikes Hall to take over 
her new duties during the first 
week of December. 
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Blood drive successful 
by Kelly Cochran 
staff writer 
The Clemson and University of 
South Carolina (USC) Blood Drive 
turned out to be a huge success with 
Clemson trailing over USC in do- 
nations. Blood was donated to the 
Carolina/Georgia Blood Center and 
the Foothills Regional Blood Cen- 
ter. From there, it was taken to 
Anderson and Oconee hospitals. 
Arnold Air Society, Angel 
Flight, and Alpha Phi Omega orga- 
nized this successful event. 
The turn out for the blood drive, 
according to Capt. Rick Grooms of 
the Air Force ROTC, was "higher 
than expected." Two thousand one 
hundred and eighty-four pints were 
donated to this worthy cause. Each 
donor was given a free t-shirt along 
with samples of food from several 
area restaurants. 
Grooms and Alpha Phi Omega 
would like to thank everyone for 
their help including TCBY, 
McDonald' s and Dominoes for their 
donations. 
Another blood drive will be held 
Jan. 20-22 sponsored by Alpha Phi 
Omega. 
Ed Glaser, the fraternities ser- 
vice organizer, says that the same 
restaurants are planning to partici- 
pate. 
Again, the blood will go to Foot- 
hills Regional Blood Center. Look 
for signs on campus as for times 
and locations. 
Nixon lowers speed limit 
by Kelly Cochran 
staff writer 
On Nov. 25, 1973, President 
Richard Nixon lowered the speed 
limit on selected segments of in- 
terstate highways to 55 miles per 
hour. 
According to James Clark, a 
professor of civil engineering, this 
act was meant to "conserve en- 
ergy." 
Clark said that economically 
the lower speed limit aided in 
some fuel cost savings and a lower 
fatality rate. 
"Drivers were given more time 
to perceive and react to situations 
at hand." he said. 
However. Clark said that the 
lower limit hindered businesses 
because it took their trucks longer 
to reach desired destinations. 
According to Clark, the most 
unsafe condition on highways is 
the "wide variance of speed." 
Therefore, the act was "deterio- 
rating because a lot of states were 
not enforcing it," and motorists 
were demanding a change. 
Now that the speed limit has 
been raised to 65 m.p.h., Clark 
said that it is easier to enforce. 
Clark's word on the issue is "I 
am glad that it has been raised on 
segments of interstate highways." 
Campaign for Clemson 
nears $62 million goal 
by Annette Cowden 
staff writer 
Kevin Taylor/head photographer 
Dwayne Parnell takes part in the blook drive USC 
weekend to help put Clemson into the lead. 
Wellness Challenge to provide health screenings 
by Bill Swain 
news editor 
take part in a nine week exercise 
program and then return for a sec- 
ond screening to measure any im- 
provement, Alexander said. 
The cost is $30 for both screen- 
ings. 
Last year the Challenge had 
about 300 participants, he said, and 
most showed a significant im- 
provement in flexibility and lower 
cholesterol levels. This year he 
hopes to have an even better turn- 
out. 
The fifth annual Wellness Chal- 
lenge will be registering for health 
screening on Jan. 14-18 at the 
Nursing Center. 
Ron Alexander, director of the 
program, said all students, faculty 
and staff are eligible for the 
screening which includes body fat 
and cholesterol testing. 
Participants will be screened, 
Coming Up! 
Dec.      5 Clemson University Symphonic Band/Jazz 
Ensemble Joint Concert. Tillman Auditorium 
at 8:00 p.m. Free admission. 
Social Host Training Seminar Schedule. 
Student Government Court Room 6:00-8:00 
p.m. Attendance is necessary if you want to 
host on-campus parties. 
6 "CU After Six "/Chamber Singers. Tillman 
Auditorium at 8:00 p.m. Donation of $2.00 at 
the door. 
Jan.       16 The Warsaw Woodwind Quintet and Miciko 
Otaki. Tillman Auditorium at 8:00 p.m. 
v. ' 
Calhoun Drive to close for 18 
months Brackett renovations 
The program suggests some type 
of aerobic exercise such as jogging, 
swimming or aerobic dancing, he 
said. "The key is to exercise three 
times a week." 
The Nursing Center is open from 
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. to make 
appointments for the health 
screening. 
The Campaign for Clemson 
currently has raised $59,075,949 
and expects to exceed their goal of 
$62 million by their next quarterly 
report in February, Gary Ransdell 
Vice President of Institutional Ad- 
vancement said. 
Fifty- six million dollars of this 
Campaign was provided by 305 
donors, according to the Campaign 
for Clemson brochure. 
The Campaign quietly started as 
a highly focused five year fund raiser 
with a few lead gifts in July of 1987. 
After raising $40 million, the cam- 
paign went public on Nov. 10,1989, 
Ransdell said. 
The Campaign will assist the 
University in many ways. Several 
endowed faculty positions have 
been created as a result of the 
campaign. 
Moreover, the campaign pro- 
vides for many new primarily merit 
based scholarships. The Campaign 
also raised money for the new Per- 
forming Arts Center, which is 
scheduled for ground breaking cer- 
emonies in April. Additionally the 
Campaign raised monies for the 
planned Academic Learning Cen- 
ter, the planned Botanical Gardens 
Conservatory a planned East Cam- 
pus activities center and a planned 
engineering building, Ransdell said. 
This has been the largest fund 
raising effort by Clemson and its 
results are much larger than an in- 
crease in cash flow, Ransdell said. 
The Campaign has helped create a 
cohesive volunteer and trustee 
commitment focused in a positive 
way. 
Clemson has been late in the 
drive to solicit private funds com- 
pared to other public and private 
institutions. Recently, the need and 
opportunity has converged allowing 
Clemson to actively pursue these 
private monies. 
University President Max Len- 
non is largely responsible for find- 
ing ways to aggressively seek out 
these funding opportunities, said 
Ransdell. Since Lennon has been at 
the University, the support systems 
in a large campaign have been or- 
ganized and implemented. Ransdell 
said. 
by Susan Biggers 
assistant news editor 
Due to construction renovation 
of Brackett Hall, when students 
return from Christmas break they 
may find parts of Calhoun Drive 
closed or restricted, said John Pace 
director of parking and vehicle 
registration. 
"It's not written in concrete but 
construction should begin at the 
first of the \ear which will involve 
the installation of a construction 
fence around the surrounding area 
of Brackett Hall for approximately 
18 months." Pace said. 
The 14 employee parking spaces 
parallel to Brackett will not be 
available but shuttle routes will not 
be affected. 
He said students should be aware 
of the possibility of inconvenience 
when moving back on campus next 
semester. 
"There may be some leeway that 
could push the installation of the 
fence back until after registration 
so there won't be any problems." he 
said. 
Next fall though, students will 
have to contend with the inconve- 
niences this fence may pose when 
trying to go from one side of cam- 
pus to the other. Pace said. 
Light posts too short, extensions added 
by Susan Biggers 
assistant news editor 
A two foot extension has been 
added to lights lining the walk- 
ways between the library and the 
Strom Thurmond Institute. 
The lights were originally in- 
stalled with ten foot poles but 
have not been illuminating light 
as efficiently as they could at 12 
feet, said Sam Dillard assistant 
director of planning and sched- 
uling for Facilities. Maintenance 
and Operation. 
He said the most economical 
solution to the problem was to 
add the two foot extension to each 
pole, costing about $200 each 
pole. The alternative was order- 
ing new 12 foot poles costing 
about $1000 each. 
Problems with the efficiency 
of ten foot lights were not con- 
sidered since the standard for on 
campus lighting is ten feet, he 
said. 
The installation of the lights 
was opened to competitive bid- 
ding. Under the contract 25 lights 
were installed and Facilities 
Maintenance and Operation in- 
stalled 14 others last summer, 
Dillard said. All 39 light posts are 
having two feet extensions added, 
a project costing about $7,800. 
The lights recently having ex- 
tensions added may appear 
crooked but Dillard said more 
work will be done to straighten 
the lights when workers return to 
plug openings existing on the 
poles. 
"Lights in the future." he said, 
"willbe 12 feet high for walkways 
and 28 feet fo'r street lights." 
Chip KaM/scnior Malt photographer 
Clemson employees work to add the two foot 
extension to the lightpoists between the Library 
and the Strom Thurmond Institue. They stepped 
off the ladder as the photo was being taken. 




Special care must be 
taken to avoid tragedy as 
we enter into the holiday 
season 
Safety should be 
important element 
of holiday season 
One of the most heartening pieces of news to come out 
of the past week's coverage of the Thanksgiving holiday 
was the low traffic mortality rate. According to most 
sources, the number of 
deaths was the lowest 
it had been in years. 
Perhaps credit can 
first go to the state's 
recently embattled 
Highway Department. 
In the wake of a no- 
table surge in the number of traffic mortalities, 
it produced the "Highways or Die-ways" advertising cam- 
paign. Their bumper stickers have made the slogan "High- 
ways or Dieways: The choice is yours" as common as 
"Baby on Board" signs were recently. 
Their series of television commercials has done a re- 
markable job of cautioning South Carolina drivers to be 
more careful when travelling the state's highways. They 
have pinpointed seatbelt safety and the dangers of drunk 
driving in ways that make indelible impressions on the 
collective conscious of their viewers. The campaign has 
even received national acclaim for excellence. They are to 
be commended for their efforts. 
The focus then shifts to the residents ofthis state. No ad 
campaign can be considered effective if its audience does 
not take to heart the messages that are being conveyed and 
put them into action. South Carolina's occupants seem to 
have done just that. 
Mention of "designated drivers," driver courtesy, and 
even a generally greater awareness of driver safety are 
becoming a part of social order. This responsibility is a 
welcome change from the self-oriented, others-be-damned 
attitude drivers of recent memory seemed to display. The 
surge in traffic deaths that so alarmed the Highway Depart- 
ment had to have come from some source; driver irre- 
sponsibility and inconsideration are as legitimate as any 
other probable causes. 
The primary goal of this editorial, though, is to remind 
the Clemson community and the other readers in our 
circulation that we are entering into a time of year requiring 
special care. The weeks between Thanksgiving and 
Christmas are notorious for vehicle-related deaths. The 
yuletide season, in addition to bringing cheer and goodwill, 
unfortunately also heralds an increase in deaths from 
automobile accidents. 
The first issue of The Tiger from last spring carried 
accounts of the deaths of four university students over the 
Christmas break, three of which were traffic-related. The 
losses to their families and the university community are 
those that can never be repaid. With hopes of encouraging 
prevention of a similar situation, we caution our readers to 
practice the same caution and responsibility which resulted 
in such a low mortality rate for the Thanksgiving holidays. 
If this threat seems too indefinite, we remind Clemson 
students that their behavior while away from the university 
is often the only impression others get of our school and its 
student body. Whether we relish the role or not, we serve 
as ambassadors to the community outside our campus. If 
for no other reason, we must practice responsibility and 
moderation in order to provide the most favorable image 
possible. 
In the end, though, image preservation is negligible. 
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Space too practical to leave alone 
The Walk on Wednesday 
(and yes, I did walk on that day) 
provided the topic for this col- 
umn - parking. It is also a recur- 
ring problem that all students 
love to address, so I figured it 
appropriate. 
As I walked by the "Band 
Field," I considered the 
possibilites of converting it into 
a parking lot. In my efforts of 
weighing both the pros and the 
cons I surmised the following 
points. 
THE PROS: First, this field is 
already being used as a parking 
lot on home football games (and 
for some of the bigger soccer 
matches). Obviously this indi- 
cates a need for another parking 
lot. The close proximity of the 
tennis courts only adds to the 
viability ofthis space being con- 
verted to a parking lot, since the 
current parking for tennis 
matches is quite limited. 
My proposal is for this lot to 
be for residents. Not a popular 
choice among commuting stu- 
dents, but that will be discussed 
later. The location of a parking 
lot on this site is ideal for those 
students living in the "Quad," 
Johnstone and the "Shoeboxes." 
I don't know of many students 
who wouldn't trade this short 
walk to their cars for the trek to 
the infamous "Pit." Creating the 
lot for residents would, how- 
ever, result in a trade-off of some, 
but not all, of the spots behind 
the stadium. 
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acceptable. The places behind 
the stadium would change to 
commuter spots. Commuters 
whould be happy, because the 
shuttle would still provide rides 
around campus. 
THE CONS: The Tiger, or at 
least one staff member anyway, 
has already won the affections 
of the band and I'm sure this 
proposal won't please them. But 
read on. The Tiger Band obvi- 
ously cannot play in the middle 
of a filled parking lot, so in order 
for them to conduct practice they 
would have to move. I suggest 
across the street next to the 
stadium. Certainly the extra dis- 
tance wouldn't kill them, since 
the band members already carry 
their equipment from 
Holtzendorf to their current 
practice field. 
The only legitimate com- 
plainers would come from the 
intramural office. I sympathize 
with these people because they 
are doing a terrific job and are 
receiving increasing support of 
their intramural programs. If 
anything, these people need an 
additional field for the outdoor 
sports. The only compromise for 
the intramural office would seem 
to be to use the "rugby field," or 
the new sites proposed on east 
campus. Then again, c'est la vie. 
What about the cosmetic ef- 
fect of such a change? Well, the 
artisit's renditions of the reno- 
vated Johnstone dorm and the 
downtown square seemed to 
satisfy everyone, so it shouldn't 
be a problem finding a designer 
that can make a nice looking 
parking lot. 
THE DECISION: One other 
issue is cost. This can be viewed 
as either a pro or con. Pro be- 
cause the field would no longer 
need to be maintained; con be- 
cause asphalt isn't cheap, as I'm 
sure the administration will in- 
form you. The decision. Well, 
I'm for the change, so obviously 
I vote to pave the field. 
Some of my other reasons for 
this decision? Parking is a prob- 
lem; it will probably always be 
that way. The University is not 
going to build a parking deck 
anytime soon, the main reason 
being cost; that leaves parking 
lots as the only option. The 
property is there and it is conve- 
nient. 
The students, through Student 
Government, could pass this 
proposal, similar to the one con- 
cerning the new canteen. The 
problem is that Student Govern- 
ment needs to know what the 
students think. I don't think the 
field will be there too much 
longer as it is, since it is prime 
property for change. That is why 
I suggest the students decide 
what to do with the land before 
the University does. 
DAVID E. CHAMBERLAIN 
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After nearly 20 years out of school, I returned to finish work on my 
B.A. I found that the "publish or perish" doctrine and other problems 
had downgraded the level of quality teachers. This need not be. Egos 
and cash aside (grants, whatever), many of the researchers lack 
classroom skills. When students complain, the students are taken out 
of the loop. 
Did you know that some departments - per administration policy - 
hand student evaluations right back to the teachers without screening 
them for praise or complaints? In fact, students should exercise 
extreme caution when completing teacher evaluation forms. The 
forms are not what they seem to be. The faculty and administration 
have created a loop-hole allowing poor teachers to prevent these forms 
from ever being read by their superiors. 
On the evening of November 14th, Dr. Jerry Reel, Vice Provost for 
Undergraduate Studies, speaking to a small group in the Lee Hall 
Auditorium said that the evaluation forms are considered by the 
university to be the property of each concerned teacher and at the 
request of the teacher, are returned unopened to that teacher. 
While the administration and faculty assert that teachers will then 
experience positive growth by ingesting the positive criticism in these 
forms, it should also be obvious to all but the most naive, that they can 
also make a "hit-list" of complaining students and proceed accordingly. 
If you must make a negative comment, I recommended that you print 
on the form or, better yet, find another venue. (A veteran Physics 
professor at the gathering noted that during the 60's, Clemson students 
set up tables across campus where they gathered and dissemenated 
teacher evaluation information.) 
I suggest two stages to help remedy this touchy situation. 
1. Appoint an independent group to process student evaluations (of 
faculty), class withdrawl rates, failures etc. 
2. Establish a post-doctoral basic teaching skills curriculum in the 
education department. Those people have some real master teacher- 
teachers. Then, "suggest" that faculty who may possibly benefit from 
these courses attend some. 
In the long run it would be great if all incoming faculty were 
required to pass through the Clemson Teacher-Teacher program. 
There's nothing wrong with hiring people for their research ability. A 
really smooth move would be making sure the students get a teacher 
in the deal too. 
Harold Brown 
Reader found ROTC 
drums poor tribute 
Dear Editor, 
My letter is regarding one of the events of the football game with 
South Carolina. I would like to start off by saying that Barnyard Burn 
II was very exciting. It almost masked the degradation of the morals 
and ethics of today's society. This degradation manifested itself in a 
seemingly innocent form, but it quickly turned into a major disappoint- 
ment for me. 
1 am referring to the beating of the drum by the Army ROTC. 
It started off by being an exciting ritual. I found it to be a very 
inspirational event, being that these students would take the time to 
continually bang on this drum for two days. I had the utmost respect 
for these students until game time came around. 
It was an interesting spectacle to say the least. 1 wondered when 
the\ would cease their rhythmic pounding. I thought they would stop 
When the pre-game activities began. I quickly realized that I was 
mistaken. During the pre-game show, they kept pounding through the 
band performances and the announcements. I could live with this, even 
gti it would have been nice to hear the band's performance. 
The pan which reall) upset me was when the> failed to end their 
banging during the prayer, the national anthem, and the alma mater.. 
1 was very offended when they kept pounding through a religious 
activity (these people should have had respect for other people's 
religion) and even an affirmation of commitment and support of the 
nation. I thought this group, of all people, would have at least had the 
respect to silence themselves during the national anthem. I figured that 
they would respect a nation that they may one day have to defend, but 
I guess I was wrong. 
What I am trying to say is that people should have a little more 
respect for their fellow human beings, and let those of us who are 
religious and patriotic worship and show our support the way it was 
meant to be. Without interruption. 
Phil Berger 
Speaking Out Marjone Clark/ staff photographer 
QUESTION: 
What did vou think of the Walk On Wednesday? 
I think W.O.W. was a good idea, but 
I saw a lot of apathy on the part of 
students and faculty. I don't think 
there was a level of commitment there. 
Paul Lavanish 
It was a wonderful idea, but I saw a lot 
of cars on campus. It rained, of course, 
but some participants walked miles! 
Perhaps it will be a greater success next 
year. 
Caroline Hall 
W.O.W. was an interesting idea....It 
might have given Clemson good 
media coverage, but for actual ef- 
fectiveness for the servicemen in 
Saudi Arabia -1 don't thnk so! 
Matthew Leeling 
Class too big, too impersonal 
Well, the results are in. I'm 
referring to The Tiger Marketing 
301 student poll. Several weeks 
ago I began to pursue taking the 
poll after several students either 
came to me or called me and told 
me about a new class that had 650 
students and was being taught in 
Tillman Auditorium. They said the 
class was too big and they were not 
happy with the class because of its 
size. 
I decided to find out how the rest 
of the students felt about the class 
by surveying them, asking ques- 
tions aimed at unveiling what stu- 
dents didn't like about the enormous 
class. In order to simplify the ques- 
tioning procedure, I went to the 
professor to ask him if he would 
give me five minutes of one of his 
classes to hand out my question- 
naires and collect them as the stu- 
dents left the room. He refused to 
let me conduct the survey until the 
end of the semester when students 
would have an accurate feel for the 
class. 
In one phone conversation I tried 
to let the professor know that I was 
not questioning the quality of his 
teaching but trying to get student 
input on how they felt about the 
large class size. I was told by the 
professor that he thought he was the 
"best marketing professor in the 
country and could be making 
$250,000 a year in industry." After 
all, the class was an experiment and 
I didn't think my request was so 
off-base as to be refused. I eventu- 
ally was allowed to conduct the 
survey on the same day as teacher 
evaluations were to be completed. 
My primary reason for wanting 
to conduct the survey as early as 
possible was to let students know 
what they might face before prereg- 
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istration for the spring semester. I 
thought, if this class is an experi- 
ment, if the students are not satis- 
fied with the class, then maybe the 
University would take their input 
into consideration when planning 
for future classes. 
Further discussions with the 
professor of the class. Dean 
Amacher of the College of Com- 
merce and Industry and President 
Lennon led to the answers sur- 
rounding the reasons for creating 
such an incredibly large class. As 
usual, the problem stems from lack 
of money and available faculty 
members. There seems to be a tre- 
mendous shortage of qualified 
marketing professors in this coun- 
try today and the number of mar- 
keting majors at Clemson continues 
to increase. Today, marketing is the 
third largest major on campus. 
All right, I said, what advan- 
tages is the large class format going 
to have? Well, the advantages have 
little short term benefit for the stu- 
dents taking the large class. Upper- 
classmen in the higher level classes 
enjoy having smaller, discussion 
group classes for more difficult 
classes. 
But the large class is only an 
introductorv course. The professor 
says he would teach the class the 
same way to a smaller group and. in 
fact, he thinks the class can be taught 
better to a large group because of 
the resources the college made 
available to him. 
Dean Amacher provided 
$10,000 for audio-visual equipment 
and paid the professor all summer 
to prepare for the course. 
In case you didn't know. Tillman 
has no desks. Every student was 
required to buy a clipboard at the 
beginning of the semester to take 
tests on. All class notes were also 
provided in advance in a textbook 
written by the professor. Atten- 
dance isn't even required. 
Some of the responses I found 
on my survey said Tillman made it 
hard to take tests because of the 
distractions of all the other students. 
Also, tests are videotaped to avoid 
student cheating. At any moment 
you could be^an candid camera fail- 
ing your exam. To some, this made 
them nervous and I think rightfully 
so. The professor did say, however, 
the last exam was not videotaped 
and cheating did not appear to be a 
problem. Personally, I think the 
room is just too big. 
I have given a little background 
about the class and the history of 
the survey. When I began the project 
I only wanted to give students an 
outlet to present their opinions of 
the class. After a little interference, 
I got the finished product. (I want to 
thank Student Government and 77- 
(,w staff members for painstakingly 
tabulating the raw data into some- 
thing I could use.) 
I think the class is too big. If 
students here had wanted huge, 
impersonal lecture classes they 
would have gone to Ohio State or 
Penn State, not Clemson. Classes 
like these symbolize the loss of 
teacher-student contact and inti- 
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U.S. needs to redefine decision-making 
Public consent must be considered when determining foreign policy 
Editor's Note: This column was 
written before Thatcher's recent 
resignation/mm the election deter- 
mining Britain's Prime Minister. 
By GEORGE F. WILL 
syndicated columnist 
WASHINGTON—Fifty sum- 
mers ago, an austere French soldier 
in his 50th year sat before a mi- 
crophone in BBC studio 2B and 
told France that she had lost only a 
battle, not the war. It was June 18, 
1940, the day of Churchill's "finest 
hour" speech. And the 125th anni- 
versary of the battle of Waterloo. 
History has recently been histri- 
onic. The 200th anniversary of the 
French Revolution coincided last 
year with the collapse of the husks 
of Europe's supposedly "revolu- 
tionary" tyrannies. This year, while 
Europe experiences the rebirth of 
nations, and while Britain s prime 
minister is punished politically for 
resisting the dilution of national 
sovereignty in the name of the ab- 
straction "Europe," France com- 
memorates the 100th anniversary 
of a prophetic nationalist, Charles 
de Gaulle. 
Other than in their implacability, 
Margaret Thatcher and De Gaulle 
are radically dissimilar. 
She rose through Parliament, he 
through "treason." His noble 
broadcast was a call to disobedience 
against France's government, which 
condemned him to death in absen- 
tia. 
Thatcher revels in party skir- 
mishes. De Gaulle disdained "the 
ballet of parties," practicing a 
Caesarism of plebiscitary democ- 
racy, claiming "the individual au- 
thority of the state,' personally. 
(Being Caesar is hazardous: He was 
the target of at least 30 assassina- 
tion plots.) 
Thatcher has the brusque, hec- 
toring manner of a national nanny. 
De Gaulle had what a biographer 
calls a baroque style of leadership 
suited, De Gaulle thought, to a na- 
tion "made by 40 kings over 1,000 
years." De Gaulle, who kept spiri- 
tual company with those kings (and 
Joan of Arc), was forever in flight 
from banality. Thatcher's goal is to 
bang elementary arithmetic into 
British heads—the costs of life, the 
calculations of capitalism. 
De Gaulle was both Washington 
and Lincoln—founder and pre- 
server—of the Fifth Republic, 
which three times (1958, 1960, 
1962) was threatened with civil war. 
Thatcher's more mundane aim has 
been to make Britain efficient. 
Thatcher wants the British to be 
better shopkeepers. De Gaulle used 
the myth of French grandeur 
therapeutically, to purge disgrace— 
the collapse in 1940 that was fol- 
lowed by collaboration. 
He would "make use of dreams 
to lead the French," to seduce them 
away from the passions of private 
interests, to national glory. Intoxi- 
cation by myth was his answer to a 
perennial dilemma of democracy: 
How do you exercise the art of 
leadership amid the brokering of 
interests that is the basic business 
of government by consent? 
De Gaulle, wrote Henry 
Kissinger in his memoirs, was "the 
son of a continent covered with 
ruins testifying to the fallibility of 
human foresight." But because he 
understood the political primacy of 
nations (he spoke of "the so-called 
United Nations"), he had foresight. 
He saw, over the horizon, Germany 
reunified and the Soviet Union again 
being Russia. 
Because De Gaulle's mind had a 
retrospective cast and his rhetoric 
had a mystical tinge, detractors 
dismissed him as an anachronism 
oblivious to the wave of the future. 
Spotters of such waves were sure 
the next one would wash away much 
of the sovereignty and distinctive- 
ness of nations, producing a fuzzy 
federalism of homogenized peoples. 
Thatcher is similarly conde- 
scended to by advanced thinkers 
who stigmatize her as a "reluctant 
European." But her reluctance par- 
takes of De Gaulle' s farsightedness 
about the increasing, rather than 
decreasing, saliency and utility of 
nationalism. 
And in one particular, she is de 
Gaulle's superior. She knows that 
the nub of the matter is parliamen- 
tary sovereignty, meaning that great 
good by which mankind's political 
progress is measured: representative 
government. 
DeGaulle understood that among 
all of Marx's failed prophecies, the 
most failed was the most funda- 
mental. It was the notion that in- 
dustrialism made man a merely 
economic creature and that all non- 
economic forces—religion, race, 
culture, ethnicity and especially 
nationalism—had lost their history- 
making saliency. Today's rebirth 
of Europe's captive nations, in- 
cluding those imparting centrifugal 
force to the overdue disintegration 
of the Soviet Union, is refutation of 
Marx and confirmation of De 
Gaulle. 
Today, socialism's old aspira- 
tion, the thin gruel of proletarian 
internationalism, has been sup- 
planted by liberalism's still more 
watery soup of "Europeanness." 
Thatcher recoils from the drip-by- 
drip dilution of national sovereignty 
through the incremental transfer of 
power from national parliaments to 
the supranational bureaucracy in 
Brussels. There is a steady attenu- 
ation of control of lawmakers by 
elections, a weakening of the cru- 
cial criterion of legitimacy: consent 
of the governed. 
As De Gaulle's nationalism was, 
so Thatcher's is the face of the 
better future. And what has this to 
do with Americans' lives today? 
Today, the threads connecting 
public consent with the gravest 
governmental decisions touching 
life and death—war and peace— 
are being tangled, frayed, perhaps 
even severed. 
U.S. officials are seeking 
Ethiopia's, the Ivory Coast's, 
Zaire's forbearance—permis- 
sion?—for Americans to sacrifice 
blood and treasure in an enterprise 
supposedly swathed in special le- 
gitimacy because of 10 resolutions 
from the United Nations ("the so- 
called United Nations"), all to ad- 
vance an abstraction: "the new 
international order." 
America needs a more Gaullist 
foreign policy, more stabilizing 
contact with concreteness: U.S. 
national sovereignty, U.S. national 
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State oil usage cause for concern 
OPINION / Page 7 
by Lawrence P. Golan 
special to The Tiger 
Gasoline at $5 a gallon? That's a 
nightmarish thought, perhaps, but it's 
no fantasy to consumers who are al- 
ready paying that price in Europe. 
I wouldn 't want to predict the same 
thing will happen at American gaso- 
line pumps. But with the Middle East 
in turmoil, I wouldn't rule it out. Oil 
is our principal fuel, and OPEC re- 
serves, mostly in the Middle East, 
make up 76 percent of the world's 
total supply. 
Americans are perilously depen- 
dent on this overseas oil. We have 
only 4.4 percent of the world's known 
oil reserves, while we consume about 
one-fourth of the world's supply, al- 
most 18 million barrels a day. In 
January more than half our con- 
sumption was imported. South 
Carolina just about mirrors the na- 
tional average for per capita oil con- 
sumption, and people in North 
Carolina and Georgia use more than 
the national average. 
The crisis in the Middle East un- 
derscores what we already knew — it 
is time to get very serious about alter- 
native energy sources and conserva- 
tion. 
Severe energy crunches in the 
1970s and 1980s got our attention for 
a short while. Even so, federal fund- 
ing for alternative energy research 
has dropped from $750 million in 
1980 to $ 113 million in 1991. When 
oil prices dropped, the memory of 
gasoline lines faded, and we took to 
the road again. Today, nearly two- 
thirds of the oil we use goes toward 
transportation on the ground or in the 
air. If the trend continues, U.S. oil 
consumption will almost double by 
2010. Where will this oil come from? 
Proven U.S. oil reserves total 27.8 
billion barrels, enough to last perhaps 
until 2020. Analysts also point to 
categories called "indicated reserves." 
which we believe we'vegot, and "un- 
discovered reserves," which we may 
or may not have. At any rate, British 
Petroleum Company estimates the 
United States will run out of oil in 20- 
30 years. Clearly, it's in our best 
interest to develop our alternatives. 
The South Carolina Energy Re- 
search and Development Center was 
established at Clemson University in 
1981, partly to help accomplish this 
aim. Our research has identified a 
number of promising technologies 
for our region of the country, and the 
center is placing special emphasis on 
four areas — waste technologies, al- 
ternate fuels, solar power and resi- 
dential.energy conservation. 
It's estimated that each person 
generates from 3.5 to 4 pounds of 
solid waste daily, or about a ton a 
year. This waste carries with it about 
half the heating value of coal. The 
challenge is to turn it into a form from 
which we can tap this energy. 
Clemson researchers are looking 
at ways to turn waste wood products 
into an energy source. We're looking 
at extenders that can stretch our 
gasoline supply. We're developing 
new techniques for plowing fields 
that require less fuel. We're working 
to make manufactured housing, such 
as mobile homes, which constitute 40 
percent of new homes in South Caro- 
lina, more energy efficient. 
With an annual energy bill of $1 
billion, residential conservation is an- 
other important element in cutting our 
dependence on non-renewable fuels. 
As exciting as some of these op- 
tions are, we face some enormous 
challenges. New ideas may look or 
feel foreign to all of us, and it will 
require special creativity and open- 
ness to recognize all the possibilities. 
Energy research needs more sup- 
port, both in financial and human re- 
sources. The technological puzzle is 
extremely complex. To find compre- 
hensive solutions, researchers will 
have to share the stage, overcoming 
those traditional boundaries between 
different scientific and engineering 
disciplines. 
The crisis in the Middle East is 
scary, to be sure, but the battle is one 
that cannot be won with military might 
alone. We must develop our energy 
alternatives. 
L'awrence P. Golan is director of 
the Energy Research and Development 
Center at Clemson University. Before 
coming to Clemson in 1986, he worked 
for Exxon Research and Engineering 
company, where his duties included 
developing oil measurement 
and~sampling techniques on a world- 
wide basis, including the Middle East. 
For further information, call the center 
at (803) 656-2267 or call Greg Wilson 
in News Services. 
• Great Selection of Typewriter 
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Sudent chosen as finalist in Maid of Cotton Pageant 
Margaret Johnson, a 21 -year-old 
senior at Clemson University, has 
been chosen a finalist in the 1991 
Maid of Cotton selection, the Na- 
tional Cotton Council announced 
this week. 
Johnson, daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Loy Johnson Jr., of 
Spartanburg, is a textile manage- 
ment major at Clemson and has 
maintained a 3.07 grade point aver- 
age. She is a member of Kappa 
Kappa Gamma sorority, Phi Psi 
honorary textile fraternity, Student 
Leadership Board and was named 
to the Dean's List. 
She is a graduate of Spartanburg 
High School and was the recipient 
of the J.E. Sirrine Scholarship dur- 
ing her junior and senior years at 
Clemson. 
Twenty young women — repre- 
senting 12 states in the Cotton Belt 
— are finalists in the selection. 
Four of the finalists were chosen 
after winning state or regional Maid 
of Cotton selections. The other 16 
were chosen in a preliminary judg- 
ing based on evaluations of photo- 
graphs and applications. 
The 1991 Maid of Cotton will be 
chosen Dec. 27-29 at Dallas. By 
states, the other at-large finalists 
are: 
ALABAMA: Caroline 
McDonald, 22, Huntsville, and a 
graduate of Birmingham Southern 
College. 
ARKANSAS: Christy Graves, 
21, Little Rock and a senior at 
Southern Methodist University. 
CALIFORNIA: Nicole Blohm 
22, Los Angeles, and a graduate of 
the University of Southern Califor- 
nia. Paula Losey, 19, Fresno, and a 
sophomore at Fresno City College. 
GEORGIA: Heather Sears, 20, 
Alma, and ajunior at Valdosta State 
College. 
MISSISSIPPI: Sherry Bowles, 
21. Lambert, and a senior at the 
University of Mississippi. Sarah 
Jernigan, 20, Hernando, and a jun- 
Margaret Johnson 
ior at the University of Mississippi. 
Crama Manning, 21, Drew, and a 
senior at the University of Missis- 
sippi. Meg Williams, 27, Tupelo, 
and a graduate of Vanderbilt Uni- 
versity. MISSOURI: Paula Parker, 
20, Senath, and a senior at Arkan- 
sas State University. Shea Swindle, 
21, Swindle, Kennett, and a senior 
at the University of Missouri. 
TENNESSEE: Alison Melton, 
19, Selmer, and a junior at Mem- 
phis State University. 
TEXAS: Leslie Ann Mauck 19, 
Richardson, and a sophomore at the 
University of Oklahoma. Jill Prater, 
23. Raymondville, and a graduate 
of Corpus Christi State University. 
VIRGINIA: Fleming 
Cunningham, 21, Richmond, and a 
junior at the University of Virginia. 
The four automatic finalists are: 
Arizona Maid of Cotton: Amy 
Ostrom, 20, Tempe, and a senior at 
Arizona State University. 
Oklahoma Maid of Cotton: 
Jenifer Redeker. 19, Frederick, and 
a sophomore at the University of 
Oklahoma. 
Southwest Maid of Cotton: 
Tracy Fletcher, 19, El Paso, and a 
sophomore at Texas Christian Uni- 
versity. South Plains Maid of Cot- 
ton: Kara Stalcup, 22, Lubbock, 
and a graduate of Emory Univer- 
sity. 
The 20 finalists will participate 
in various activities in Dallas, in- 
cluding television interviews, pub- 
lic speaking, social events and 
individual interviews. The final se- 
lection is scheduled for the 
Stemmons Auditorium at the Loews 
Anatole Hotel on the evening of 
Dec. 29. A panel of six judges will 
evaluate the finalists in the areas of 
personality, poise, communications 
skills, and appearance. 
The new Maid will win a $ 10,000 
educational award by virtue of a 
special grant to The Cotton Foun- 
dation from Ciba-Geigy Corpora- 
tion. 
The 1991 Maid of Cotton will 
make her first official appearance 
at the Cotton Bowl on Jan. 1 before 
beginning a tour of the United States 
and Far East. 
As the official goodwill ambas- 
sador for the U.S. cotton industry, 
she will participate in both fashion 
and speaking engagements. 
The National Cotton Council has 
sponsored the Maid of Cotton for 
53 years. 
WALK, 
from page one 
type of thing were to happen all 
over the country, it might pro- 
voke some interesting changes." 
Of a class of around 100, 
Bednar said that a "core group 
of about 15" did most of the 
organizational work such as 
making and handing out flyers 
and talking to campus and city 
organizations to build support 
for the project. 
Among those from the city 
included Mayor Larry 
Abernathy. Abernathy was glad 
to see a overspill of student 
emotion into the city to increase 
awareness for the troops. "It's a 
great symbolic gesture." 
Some students thought the 
walk was mandatory and road- 
blocks would be set up. Junior, 
Pete Smith said the walk has 
really affected him but he does 
not usually walk to school. He 
supports the program "as long 
as it's not political," he said. 
Another student, such as 
Michael Mays, a senior, said he 
walks to class every day from 
Le Mans apartments which is 
one and one half miles from 
campus. 
In addition to the walk, 
ROTC cadets have an ongoing 
letter writing campaign to the 
Middle East. Cadet Donna 
Shipton thought the walk was 
"good so that we have something 
like this to give up our time to 
show support. It's nice to 
physically get out and do some- 
thing with a group of people 
instead of doing it on your own." 
The Tiger is printed on 









1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments Units available 
January 1, 1991 
♦Shuttle Bus Transportation is available to view apartments 





Yes, we're open on Saturday and 2-5 on Sunday 
After Hours/weekends, call: 654-3444 
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es of radar 
Signals of advantage 
Radar is any of several systems that use transmitted and reflected 
microwaves for detecting a reflecting object and determining its direction, 
distance, height or speed. 
Continuous wave: Constant wave of radar energy, 
particularly helpful in missile guidance because it keeps 
target in sight all the time. Disadvantage to this type of 
radar is that aircraft can be detected by enemy radar 
more easily— 
Pulse: Intermittent bursts of radar. Most fighters are 
equipped with this kind of radar because its on-and-off 
nature it isn't as easily detected. 
Doppler radar:  Ultra-sensitive radar system that 
provides highly accurate data and is designed to reduce 
data contamination caused by overlaid weather echoes. 
Display produces a moving map that gives a continually 
updated position over the ground. 
Laser rangefinders: Fire an invisible beam of light 
at a target and measure time it takes to bounce back in 
order to determine distance. 
Laser designators: Ground-based designators 
shoot pulsed beams of light at a target to illuminate it 
for laser-guided bombs or missiles to lock in on. 
Stealth F-117 
Invisible fighter 
The Stealth Fighter F117A's primary role is low-level precision attack on 
high-priority targets. The idea behind "stealth" technology is to design 
planes difficult to detect with radar. Here are ways to achieve this: 
Radar-absorbent material (RAM): 
Bonded tiles are applied to the 
metal and covered with a 
rough-textured paint, which soaks 




Avoided because tney 
reflect signal directly back 
to the transmitting radar. 
Jet engines: 




Flat surfaces: Deflect 
narrow radar beams 
harmlessly in a limited 
number of directions. 
Weapons: 
Carried internally. 
Cavities: Engine air inlets are 
particularly vulnerable to radar 
and are fitted with a screen (like 
a microwave oven) that restricts 
reflecting the radar. 
Sources: Modern Air Combat, The Great Book of Modern Warplanes, An Illustrated Guide to 
Modern Attack Aircraft, Air Forces Monthly, U.S. Army, Hughes Aircraft Company 
Robert Graham and Patrick Sedlar, Gannett News Service 
Bank cards may be used to pay 
traffic tickets in California 
©Copyright 1990, USA TO- 
DAY/Apple College Information 
Network 
SACRAMENTO — Coming 
soon to a highway near you: traffic 
tickets by bank card. 
The California Highway Pa- 
trol is testing equipment that 
someday could allow motorists 
to use an automatic teller ma- 
chine card to pay a fine moments 
after a citation is issued. 
"Politically, the climate would 
have to change, but technically, it 
could happen now," said Rick 
Neel, traffic court coordinator for 
the California Judicial Council, 
which helps set policy for the 
state's courts. 
Making it possible are new 
hand-held computers being used 
by the Ventura area CHP office in 
a one-year pilot project with the 
Department of Motor Vehicles 
and Ventura County* Municipal 
Court. 
Other new-world applications 
for the gadgets — called auto- 
mated citation devices — are 
immediate access to criminal list- 
ings and quicker driver and ve- 
hicle information from the DMV. 
For now, though, the devices 
are testing the presumed effi- 
ciency of writing and processing 
tickets by computer rather than 
by hand. 
It is the first effort in the nation 
by a statewide agency to automate 
traffic ticket procedures, accord- 
ing to CHP and court officials. 
Computerized parking citations 
are now widespread. 
CHP officers say they should 
be able to issue tickets 75 percent 
more quickly using portable 
computers and printers in their 
vehicles than by hand. 
At the end of each shift, offic- 
ers plug the citation device into a 
computer in the area office and 
transfer information from tickets 
written that day. The information 
is then immediately available for 
transmission to the court and CHP 
files in Sacramento, saving the 
cost of data entry by clerks. 
"We can have a courtesy no- 
tice in the mail within 24 hours of 
the issuance of a citation," said 
Katie Reeder, systems manager 
for Ventura County's municipal 
and superior courts. Without that 
equipment, she said, the average 
length of time is 2 1/2 weeks. 
Even before the one-year study 
began last August, CHP Com- 
missioner Maury Hannigan dis- 
played optimism about its results. 
"I don't doubt within the next 
few years there will be computer- 
issue ticket systems, if not state- 
wide, then as much as we can," 
said Penny Yungling, a CHP re- 
search analyst monitoring the pi- 
lot project. 
The benefits of automation will 
increase dramatically in January 
when the DMV starts issuing in 
all counties new plastic driver 
licenses with magnetic strips 
digitally encoded with driver in- 
formation, officials said. 
The test computers in CHP 
vehicles include scanners to read 
the strips and print driver infor- 
mation on the ticket. 
The CHP also is considering 
purchasing frequencies that would 
allow officers, with the use of the 
new licenses, immediate access 
to DMV information on driving 
records and vehicle history, and 
local law enforcement informa- 
tion, such as outstanding warrants. 
Such information is most often 
checked by CHP and other law 
enforcement dispatchers via ra- 
dio contact with field personnel. 
If the CHP links its field com- 
puters with court computers and 
adds equipment for bank cards, 
officers could check bail amounts 
for certain offenses and allow 
motorists to pay fines on the spot. 
CHP officials acknowledge 
that this could open up a legal and 
political can of worms. But it 
can't be discounted, they said. 
"I have some personal reser- 
vations about officers having 
anything to do with the receipt 
and deposit of bail, but he's really 
doing no more than the clerk in 
the grocery store who runs your 
ATM card through a scanner al- 
lowing you to pay a grocery bill," 
said CHP Lt. Claude LeMond, 
who is overseeing the pilot project 
in Ventura. 
He said the hand-held comput- 
ers, manufactured by Radix Cor- 
poration of Salt Lake City, cost 
about $2,200 each. 
The pilot project includes 12 
hand-held computers and portable 
printers, three personal computes 
and printers and custom software. 
The CHP is sharing the cost of the 
equipment — $60,000 — with 
the DMV. 
KA ZAE OA0 
IFC Rush 
Registration 
January 10-13 In Front of Harcombe 
January 13 Late Registration at Tillman 
Formal Rush 
January 13-Saturday, January 19 
For more information, 
call Carl Lund, IFC Rush Chairman 858-7392 
or Zak McClellan, IFC President 858-7334 
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Here's a cheap roommate 
you'll actually like. 
Apple introduces the Macintosh Classic. 
Trying to stretch dollars when you're 
computer shopping doesn't mean you're willing 
to make sacrifices. 
That's why you should consider 
the new, affordable Macintosh* 
Classic* computer. 
It has everything you need- 
including a monitor, keyboard, mouse, 2 megabytes of RAM, and 
a 40-megabyte hard diskjust plug even-thing in and the Macintosh 
Classic is ready to run, because the system software is already 
installed!* And, thanks to the Macintosh computer's legendary ease 
of use, you'll be up and running in no time. 
Like even Macintosh, the Classic can run thousands of avail- 
able applications that all work in the same, consistent way—so 
once you've learned one program, you're well on your way to 
learning them all. And this is one cheap roommate that doesn't have 
trouble sharing. The Apple* SuperDrive-standard equipment 
" Macintosh Classic computers purchased before January 1991 include system software on floppy disks software ts no! "-sla^ea 
C'990 Aode Computer, tnc Apple, the Apple logo, ano Maontosn are registered trademarks ot App'fr Computer, inc SuperDrive i 
>sf are traderrv- '^S-DOS 
m trademark o' M rporabon. 
with every^la<±iR§h-reads from and writes to 
Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks, 
which means you can share information with 
someone who uses a different 
type of computer. 
See die Macintosh Classic for 
yourself. It'll change your mind about 
cheap roommates. 
For further information visit the 
Micro Center 
in the basement of the P&As Building 
or call 656-3714 
f| The power to be your best: 
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POLICY, from page one 
to stand firmly behind them. 
Firstly, they feel that kegs should 
be allowed back on campus for large 
parties. The number of kegs at a 
party would be limited by the num- 
ber of guests attending. 
Secondly, there is a push to make 
more places available to students 
and organizations who wish to host 
a party. Student Government would 
like to see the courtyard in Calhoun 
Courts available for parties. The 
fire marshall has stated that 150 
people could be there legally, and 
the University allows up to 25 
people in each apartment. "Check 
the price out on the Palmetto Ball- 
room, not too many organizations 
or individuals can afford that place," 
Bradley said. 
According to the University 
Union information desk, rent for 
the room for one day is $60.00. But, 
if alcohol is going to be served, an 
additional $147.84 is required for 
security. 
Bradley said that "the school 
needs to start accepting some of the 
responsibility as far as liability goes. 
It's dumb to have as many shuttle 
busses as we have and not make use 
of them on a Thursday, Friday, or 
Saturday night. Have them run 
downtown or where ever they have 
to go to prevent people from 
drinking and driving." 
After a meeting with Almeda 
Jacks, associate vice-president for 
student affairs, and Nick Lomax, 
vice-president for student affairs, 
Pierce felt that the review process 
was not being held up by Student 
Development intentionally. The 
new policy will go into effect as 
soon as any revisions necessary are 
made. *► 
Members of Student Govern- 
ment are concerned about the pos- 
sibility of the social policy 
becoming effective off campus. 
They want to make sure that the 
policy remains a campus contract 
and does not allow the University 
to start regulating off campus par- 
ties. Student Government feels that 
the University has no jurisdiction, 
in this matter, off campus. Student 
Government is intent on standing 
firm on this point. 
"Student Government will re- 
ally try to work with the adminis- 
tration and we hope that they will 
work with us fairly. We're not try- 
ing to butt heads with the adminis- 
tration," said Bradley. 
"This is something that's going 
to have to happen. The students at 
Clemson have got to face up to their 
responsibilities. We can't go and 
say we don't like the social policy 
because it doesn't let underage 
drinkers drink. Under age drinkers 
aren 't supposed to drink. Everybody 
knows they're going to do it, but 
they've got to learn to be respon- 
sible. Even 21 year olds, drinkers of 
age, need to be responsible. Students 
have got to learn responsibility on 
this campus if they want to be treated 
with respect when it comes to al- 




MEET & INTERVIEW WITH 
Calculators aid calculus instruction 
by Beth Arthurs 
copy editor 
A major reform is taking place 
within the Department of Math- 
ematical Sciences. 
As a result of a grant from the 
U.S. Department of Education, a 
team of Clemson professors is 
searching for the proper pedagogi- 
cal method to teach calculus that is 
calculator-enhanced. 
Led by Dr. Donald LaTorre, the 
/ogram uses Hewlett-Packard 
f8SX graphics programmable cal- 
culators that sell for around $250. 
The calculator, with its 32K 
memory, has a tiny screen that can 
graph a problem in seconds. The 
calculator can be plugged into a 
personal computer to save infor- 
mation on a floppy disk. Through 
the use of an infrared light, infor- 
mation can be transferred from one 
calculator to another. 
The purpose of the calculator- 
enhanced calculus is to allow stu- 
dents to eliminate the busy work of 
I 
I 
Barnett Banks Philip Morris AT&T 
Goldman, Sachs & Co. Procter & Gamble NCR 
Andersen Consulting General Electric GTE 
Aetna Lite Si Casualty Eastman Kodak EDS 
The Travelers General Foods Southwestern Bell 
CIGNA Corporation E. & J. Gallo Westinghouse 
FDIC Oscar Mayer Eastman Chemical 
Deluxe Check Printers The Gap Michelin 
Students are now using Hewlett-Packard 48SX 
calculators to minimize number crunching. 
a problem and get right to the heart of 
it, LaTorre said. 
Seventy-six percent of students 
who have taken the classes said the 
graphics calculator helped them un- 
derstand the course material. 
Over the next several years Clem- 
son will expand its calculator-calcu- 
lus activities, both in terms of the 
number and variety of courses taught 




And Many Other Outstanding Employers 
At Careers '91! 
Careers '91 will give you the opportunity to meet and interview 
with some of the nation's top employers. Over 10.000 seniors have 
attended past conferences, with 51% receiving second interviews 
and almost 40% receiving at least one job offer AS A DIRECT 
RESULT OF THEIR CONFERENCE PARTICIPATION. 
You can meet and interview with employers who don't recruit at your 
school, or make an important second impression on those that you do 
interview with on campus. In either case, just one day at Careers '91 
can enhance your choice of career options and significantly increase your 
chance of getting the job you want, with the employer you want. 
ENGINEERING, COMPUTER SCIENCE, MATH, 
BUSINESS, PHYSICAL & BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
AND LIBERAL ARTS majors are being recruited. To be considered 
for a Careers '91 invitation, send an updated resume by December 
20, 1990 to Careers '91. P.O. Box 1852. New Haven. CT 0650S. 
(Indicate the conference(s) you'd like to attend). Your interests and 
credentials will be carefully reviewed by our experienced staff and 
compared to other seniors in your major discipline. Seniors whose 
qualifications and interests best match the requirements of participating 
Careers '91 employers will be invited to attend. There is 
ABSOLUTELY NO CHARGE to seniors who attend. 
i 
Careers '91 New York 
Meadowlands, NJ 
January 8 & 9, 1991 
Careers '91 Atlanta 
Atlanta, GA 
January 22 &. 23, 1991 
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HOW TO GET THE BIGGEST 
& BEST DIAMOND 
YOU CAN AFFORD 
At Skatefl's we want you to know more about diamonds before you buy. 
That's why we want you to see our FREE Diamond seminar. It's your 
chance to learn how the experts evaluate and judge diamonds. We know 
you'll appreciate more than ever the quality and value of Skatell's diamonds. 
Also every diamond comes with a written appraisal and a Cfernond warranty 
of our conunitiilent to you. Why the extraordinary commitment? h's simply 
because we believe good customers, like fine diamonds, should be forever. 
MEMBER WORLD'S LARGEST BUYING GROW ® INDEPENDENT JEWELERS ORGANI2AHON 
ATTENTION CLEMSON STUDENTS 
Bring in your student ID, and receive an additio- 
nal 1056 off any sale or regular price purchase. 
743 Congaree Road • Greenville S.C. 
288-2501 • Mon-Sat 10:00-6:00 pm 
EXAMINATION 
SCHEDULE - FALL '90 
CLASS TIME EXAM DAY EXAM TIME 
ALL CHEMISTRY 101 SATURDAY, DEC. 15 8:00-11:00 A.M. 






WEDNESDAY, DEC. 12 8:00-11:00 A.M. 
8:00-9:15 TTH 
8:00 TTH 
SATURDAY, DEC. 15 1:00-4:00 P.M 
CLASS TIME EXAM DAY EXAM TIME 
12:20 MWF 
12:20 MWF, 11:00 TTH 
12:20 MWF, ll:0OT 
12:20 MWF. 1LO0TH 
THURSDAY. DEC. 13    8:00 -11:00 A.M. 
12:30- 1:45 TTH 
12:30 TTH 
MONDAY, DEC. 10 1:00-4:00 P.M. 
1:25 MWF 
1:25 MWF, 12:30 TTH 
1:25 MWF. 12.30T 
1:25 MWF, 12:30 TH 





9:05 MWF, 9:30 TTH 
9:05 MWF, 9:30 T 
9:05 MWF, 9:30 TH 
9:30 -10:45 TTH 
9:30 TT 
MONDAY, DEC. 10 





2:00 -3:15 TTH 
2:00 TTH 
WEDNESDAY. DEC. K 1:00 -4:00 P.M. 
2:30 MWF 
2:30 MW, 2:00 TH 
2:30 MWF. 2:00 T 
2:30 MWF, 2:00 TH 
2:30 MW 
2:30 WF 
FRIDAY. DEC. 14 6:30-9:30 P.M. 
3:30 - 4:45 TTH 
3:30 TTH 
THURSDAY. DEC. 13 6:30 - 9:30.P.M. 
10:10 MWF 
FRIDAY, DEC. 14 








10:10 MWF. 9:30 TTH 
10:10 MWF. 9:30T 




3:35 MWF, 2:00 TTH 
4:40 MWF 
MONDAY, DEC. 10 
TUESDAY, DEC. 11 
6:30-9:30 P.M. 
6:30-9:30 P.M. 
ALL MONDAY NIGHT 
CLASSES MEETING 
AFTER 4:40 




TUESDAY. DEC. 11 8:00 11:00 A.M. 
ALL TUESDAY NIGHT 
CLASSES MEETING 
AFTER 4:40 
TUESDAY. DEC. 11 6:30 - 9:30 P.M. 
1L15MF 
11:15 MWF. 11:00 TTH 
11:15 MWF, 11:00T 
11:15 MWF, 11:00 TH 
ALL WEDNESDAY NIGHT 
CLASSES MEETING            WEDNESDAY. DEC. 12 
AFTER 4:40 
6:30 - 9:30 P.M. 
ALL THURSDAY NIGHT 
CLASSES MEETING 
AFTER 4:40 
THURSDAY. DEC. 13 6:30-9:30 P.M 


















5:00 pm - 9:30 pm 
FRIDAY-SATURDAY 
5:00 pm- 10:00 pm 
at Hwy 93 
Next to CCA  -ie--i 





new in 1989 
• Furnished and unfurnished 
• 2 Bedroom townhouses and flats 
• 2 full baths 
• Washers and dryers in all units 
• 1 mile to campus 
• Lots of storage space 
A Few Individual Spaces and 
1 Apartment Left 
Call Now 
646-9990    or   646-2424 
FREE T - Shirt 
** PIZZA   ^ 
-9243 
r"Yo"ur"Favor7t7p"ar "I <** * EEEE.PAR CHEEZIE'S P.ZZ/V 
T- shirt with the purchase of a 
PARTY combo or PARTY deluxe 
combo pizza at regular price. 
Dine in - Carry out or delivery. 
No coupon necessary- 
void with other promos and specials offer exp. 12-16-90 
Cheezie's 
Pizza 
$3 or $2 
OFF 
U« thi»couponfor $3 OFFaUrje or $2.00OFF .Medium 
Thin, Origkuu or Pmn Cro* Pizza 
Void with other oflen. 
Offer oxpim November 30.1990 
cLi 
FO 
Sweethearts of C.U. 
Send your nomination and their picture to: 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
159 UNION PLAZA 
on campus mail, or 
bring it by the office 
The University Bookstore Invites You 
to a Christmas Open House 
Tuesday, December 4,1990 from 8:30 a.m.-7 p.m. 
Come enjoy the music and refreshments. 
There will be a drawing for several nice gifts, including a bicycle; and Santa 
Claus, the guest of honor will greet people and spread good cheer 
throughout the day. 
In addition, the finalists in the Christmas poetry contest will read their 
poems, and the winners will be chosen. 
Selected merchandise will be discovered 20 percent, and a gift wrapping 
service will be provided for your convenience. 
During the day, hand crafted items will be sold on tables outside the store. 
And, a drop site will be designated to collect toys and nonperishable food for 
distribution to a local children's home. 
We would love to have you join in the festivities! 
Piano courtesy of Farr Music House. 
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New academic probation 
program initiated 
by Amy Henderson 
staff writer 
First semester freshmen who 
achieve less than a 2.0 will 
benefit from the new Program 
of Action for Students on Pro- 
bation (PROACT) program set 
in motion by the Department of 
Undergraduate Academic Ser- 
vices. 
"Clemson has never had a 
University-wide program to help 
students get off academic pro- 
bation," said Dr. George Carter, 
director of the department. The 
699 freshmen who were put on 
probation last Dec. showed the 
obvious need for PROACT. 
Twenty-five people are com- 
ing from other universities to be 
trained as PROACT advisors. 
Any freshmen receiving a 
letter over the Christmas holi- 
days concerning PROACT 
should return to campus on Jan. 
7,1991, in order to meet with his 
assigned advisor. 
The advisor will go over the 
student's course selection to 
make sure he or she has prereg- 
istered for the courses and the 
number of hours he or she can 
handle. 
Also, the advisor will explain 
about retention management 
programs and courses available 
in the College of Education to 
help students having trouble 
making the transition from high 
school to college, Carter said. 
In addition, the student will 
fill out a College Student In- 
ventory giving the PROACT 
advisor enough information to 
make recommendations about 
the student's major and career 
choices and about course 
scheduling. 
Each student will have three 
meetings with the PROACT ad- 
visor during the semester to 
follow through on recommen- 
dations. 
"Too many freshmen are go- 
ing on academic probation," said 
Carter. "Then they sign up for 
too many hours and are not able 
to pull up their grade." 
Carter seems very positive the 
program will guarantee the 
largest freshman class to ever 
return as sophomores the fol- 
lowing fall. 
Patrice Knowal, PROACT 
consultant from Iowa, will give 
a lecture in the Student Senate 
Chambers at 1:30 p.m. today 
and students are welcome to at- 
tend. 
PROACT will exclude engi- 
neering majors and all athletes 
because these groups already 
have counseling programs. 





$95.00 ADVANCE HOUSING DEPOSIT 
DUE ON OR BEFORE 
FEBRUARY 18. 1991 
MORE INFORMATION WILL BE DISTRIBUTED BY YOUR 
RESIDENT ASSISTANT IN EARLY FEBRUARY 
READ YOUR JANUARY TIGER FOR FURTHER DETAILS 
Continuing Students Living Off Campus 
Spring 1991 
But Requesting To Placed On 
The Waiting List 
For On Campus Housing For Fall 1991 
She uld Stop By 
The Main Housing Office 
Or Call 656-2295 For Further Details 
WE NEED 
The Honey Baked Ham Co. 
is in search of help during the holidays to fill our Sales Counter and Production 
positions. We have stores located in the following states: Alabama, Arkansas, 
Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, Nevada, North and 
South Carolina, Tennessee and Utah. Please check the white pages for information 
on the store nearest you. 
V 
CDCC SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR 
inCC       STUDENTS WHO NEED 
MONEY FOR COLLEGE 
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of 
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income. 
• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic interests. 
career plans, family heritage and place of residence. 
• There's money available for students who have been newspaper carriers, 
grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers. . .etc. 






A PRIVATE CLUB 
Watch The Girls Compete In The... 
TIGERGIRLP0STERC0NTEST 
$1,000 Prize 
Ton Be The Judge 
Tuesday, December 4 - Live 
Stairway To Heaven -A Tribute to Led Zeppelin 
Advance Tickets Not Available - Get There Early. 
Members $4   Guest $6 
ORDER YOUR OFFICIAL 
TJiNT^EiR/SirrTr 
CLASS RING 
JOIN THE TRADITION' 
CLEMSON BOOKSTORE 
Classes of 1990 and 1991 
It is not too late to order your official, traditional Clemson 
University Class Ring! Orders can be placed at the Art 
and Engineering Counter in the University Bookstore. 
$22.00 Der Dsit required and 95 Credit Hours Required 
to order. 
9 HERFF JONES 




UN iFU G HT 
A Christmas Carol 
continues the Cultural Series, On Stage 
Sat., Dec. 8 
at 8 p.m. in 
Tillman Aud. 
Tickets $6 for Students, $8 for Public 
On Sale at the Union Box Office 
What's Playing 
At The Y-Theater? 
Flatliners 
Thurs.-Sat., 
Nov. 29-Dec. 1, 
7 & 9:15 pm 
$1.75 
The Omen 
Sun., Dec. 2, 
Free with ID 
Next Week: 
Young Guns n, Sleeping Beauty, & Wierd Science 
TONIGHT 
BATTLE OF THE BANDS 
Admission $1.00 at door 
Must have C.U. ID or Must be 
21 with a Valid Drivers Lisence 
You Will Judge The Best! 
Sponsored by CDCC & Edgar's 
Experience A Beautiful 
Biltmore House Christmas 
Sat., Dec. 8 from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
or Shop-till-you-drop at Lenox 
Square in Atlanta. 
Sat, Dec. 8 All Day 
Sign up for either of these at the Union Information Desk. 




Michael Finkelstein, Steve 
Klask, Andy Choberka, 
and Mel Norris 
Thanks To: 
Domino's Pizza* TD's, 




David Bold, Bob Arnold, 
Tom Brady, Brian Sanders, 
Raja Laskar, 







Good ONLY For December 15 and January 6 
Deadline for Special is Friday, Nov. 15 at 4:30 p.m. 
Make Reservations Now At The Union Information Desk 
* The Cost is NormaHy $30 Each Way, With a 24 Hour Notice. 
We Would Like To Thank All Those Who 
Helped With The Smithereens Concert 
The Ushers The Security 
The Stage Crew    The Hospitality 
The Ticket Takers   The Union Staff 
You All Did A GREAT JOB! 
Thanks, 
CDCC Senior Staff 
Tiger's weekly entertainment guide 
Friday, November 30,1990 
High speed thrills aplenty in NASCAR 
by Dean Lollis 
time-out editor 
When the people who owned the At- 
lanta Motor Speedway were able to get 
the last race of the NASCAR season, 
they couldn't have hoped for more drama. 
Dale Earnhardt and Mark Martin were 
separated in the Winston Cup Points 
standings by a mere six points. The 
Atlanta Journal 500 would be the decid- 
ing factor and over a 100,000 people 
were pouring into Hampton, Ga., to wit- 
ness this season-ending shoot-out. 
In qualifying, Earnhardt has taken 10th. 
Martin 11 th. The stage was set. The pole 
position was held by last year's points 
champion Rusty Wallace, who looked to 
get a win to finish off a troubled season. 
I was up early that Sunday morning 
and I, along with Kevin Taylor, head 
photographer, was on my way to my first 
live NASCAR race. The races I had 
watched on ESPN and listened frequently 
on the radio broadcasts were no prepara- 
tion for what I was about to witness. 
Being a "quasi" member of the press, 
we were allowed to park on the infield of 
the track. If you know anything about the 
infield, then you know it is the home of 
some die-hard race fans and some very 
unusual personalities. 
Many of these infielders come to the 
track days before the race and camp-out. 
They are in essence NASCAR groupies, 
whose true purpose in life is to hang out 
at race tracks during racing season and 
get glimpses of their favorite drivers. 
When the race actually starts these 
"infielders" migrate to the top of their 
campers, RVs and pick-up trucks to watch 
the race. Somebody even pulled up in a 
dump truck. I guess it is a cheap way to 
watch the race and be in the middle of the 
action. 
Before the race started. Kevin and I 
were allowed to go into the pits. We 
found one of the pit crew members for the 
Super-Flo sponsored cartelling potential 
sponsors about NASCAR racing. Ac- 
cording to him. the tires you see put on a 
stock car cost about a SI000 a piece. 
Goodyear provides all of these tires and 
they have a special rubber compound for 
every track on the NASCAR circuit. 
The engines, he says, that power these 
cars around the track cost approximately 
$25,000 a piece and they are brought to 
the track in a truck that costs approxi- 
mately $300,000. This brightly colored 
rig is a mobile mechanics shop and trav- 
els approximately 600,000 miles annu- 
ally. 
He also said that each crew starts out 
with six cars a year. So. as you can see. 
he says, racing is an expensive sport. 
As we listened to the pit crew member, 
the otherteams were rolling out theircars 
onto the track and arranging them in the 
order of their qualifying. 
Kevin and I had received passes that 
let us stay in the pits area until 30 minutes 
before the race, or Noon. The drivers 
didn't start coming out for introductions 
until then and I knew I couldn't leave 
until I had seen some of them. 
That's when I saw the king — Richard 
Pettv.  I had heard that Pettv was a bia 
basketball fan and I could easily see why. 
He was a good foot taller than many of 
the other drivers we would meet. 
It was from Petty that I got my first 
autograph from a driver. In addition to 
the autograph from Petty, I was able to 
get my picture taken with Rusty Wallace 
- one of the favorite drivers of my father 
and myself. 
As it neared race time, we decided we 
had better leave before we got caught, so 
we ventured into the parking lot where 
the race car drivers parked their cars. At 
about that time, the announcer made the 
famous statement that all race fans know. 
"Gentlemen start vour engines." My 
sister had told me about this from a race 
she went to earlier this year, so I was little 
prepared for the noise. Unfortunately, it 
wasn't as loud as I thought it would be. 
It really got loud, however, when the 
pace car ducked off the track and the 
drivers gunned their cars to bring them 
up to speed.   This is when a startling 
see RACE, page 19 
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The Tiger's Best 
and Worst of 
1990 
The following is the result of a poll of Tiger staff members. 
The selections do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the 
Time-out editor. 
Best Album 
Fear of a Black Planet, Public Enemy 
But Seriously, Phil Collins 
Best Single 
"Epic" Faith No More 
Best Band 
Living Color 
Best Male Singer 
Phil Collins 
Best Female Singer 
Mariah Carey 
Worst Album 
New Kids on the Block 
X,INXS 
Worst Single 
"Hanky Panky" Madonna 
"Pray" MC Hammer 
Worst Band/Group 
New Kids on the Block 
Best Rap Group 
Public Enemy 
Bell Biv DeVoe 




Best Female Rapper 
Queen Latifah 
Best Album Cover 
Fear of a Black Planet, Public Enemy 
Worst Album Cover 
Graffiti Bridge, Prince 
Most Overplayed Single 
"Can't Touch This" MC Hammer 




Rocky V looks at down side 
by Dean Lollis 
time-out editor 
When we last saw Rocky Balboa, 
he was a man on top of the world. 
He beat the big Russian and made a 
moving speech about world peace. 
Even the Russians were chanting 
his name. 
Rocky V opens with Rocky tak- 
ing a shower after beating the Rus- 
sian. His hands are shaking and he 
can't stop them. Rocky returns to 
America and is diagnosed as hav- 
ing brain damage brought on by 
boxing and is forced into retire- 
ment. If that wasn't a big enough 
blow, Rocky's fortune is lost when 
his accountant gambles it away on 
a risky real estate deal. 
The Balboa family is forced to 
auction off their estate and move 
back to the neighborhood where 
Rocky and Adrienne grew up. De- 
spite the bad publicity he has gotten 
earlier, the people of his neighbor- 
hood treat him like a champ. 
As if Rocky' s problems couldn' t 
get any worse, a shady promoter, 
billing Rocky as the "great white 
hope," tries to persuade him to step 
back into the ring for the biggest 
fight purse ever. Rocky sees it as a 
way to solve his financial prob- 
lems. Adrienne, however, per- 
suades him to say no. 
movie review 
Enter Tommy Gunn, played by 
real-life boxer Tommy "The Duke" 
Morrison. ("The Duke"comes from 
the nickname of his famous rela- 
tive, John Wayne.) Gunn is a young 
heavy weight, raised in Oklahoma, 
with roots similar to Rocky's. 
Rocky agrees to become Gunn's 
manager and trainer and helps the 
new-comer to a 22-0 record, which 
incidentally parallels Morrison's 
real-life boxing record. 
At this point, the movie begins 
to play on two relationships. The 
first is the one between Rocky and 
Gunn. Through Gunn, Rocky says 
he has a second chance at boxing. 
The second relationship is the one 
between Rocky and his son. His 
son shows the growing jealousy as 
the relationship with Rocky and 
Gunn progresses. 
As is the case in most Rocky 
movies, there has to be a point at 
which Rocky must become the un- 
derdog. Obviously, at some point, 
Rocky has to hear that "Eye of the 
Tiger." InRocky V, Gunn brings on 
that moment when he leaves Rocky 
for the shady promoter and cap- 
tures the world heavyweight cham- 
pionship. He, however, cannot 
escape the critics who say he is only 
a clone of Rocky and not as good. 
Gunn claims he can beat Rocky 
anytime, anyplace. Sound famil- 
iar? 
This movie climaxes with a scene 
familiar of most Rocky movies — a 
fight. This time, however, the fight 
does take on a new twist. 
This Rocky is reminiscent of the 
first Rocky. Of course, that movie 
came four sequels ago. but in Rocky 
V, Rocky is forced to return to his 
roots. 
After he loses his fortune. Rocky 
returns to the neighborhood he grew 
up in and got his start. He spends his 
time helping kids learn to fight in 
the gym where Mickey trained him 
earlier. 
The people in the neighborhood 
all speak to Rocky as if he had never 
left them and regard him as their 
hometown hero. This is a nice 
touch and a nice way to make the 
"final chapter" (if it really is) to the 
Rocky series. 
This movie is no masterpiece of 
the film industry, but it does pro- 
vide good entertainment and is fun 
to watch. The Rocky series has 
become so popular because it en- 
compasses those ideals that we lov- 
ingly call the American dream. Who 
doesn't like to see the underdog 
take out the superior every now and 
then? 
MTV bans Madonna video 
By EDNA GUNDERSON 
©Copyright 1990, USA TO- 
DAY/Apple College Information 
Network 
NEW YORK — Madonna's 
"Justify My Love" video, a carnal 
carnival of voyeurism and leather- 
and-lace sex, brims with so much 
hanky-panky that even cleavage- 
inclined MTV refuses to air it. 
The grainy black-and-white 
video is an eye-popping sexcapade 
set in a Paris hotel room. 
Dressed in skimpy black lin- 
gerie and skyscraper heels, Ma- 
donna flashes a lot of flesh as she 
cavorts in bed with her real-life 
boyfriend, actor-model Tony 
Ward. He watches while Madonna 
kisses and nuzzles a partner who 
appears to be female (but who can 
tell in this androgynous playground, 
where only Madonna's gender is 
indisputable?). 
Transvestites crop up. Bondage 
and oral sex are insinuated. A 
woman in suspenders, her nipples 
exposed, gropes a man's crotch. 
This is the first Madonna video 
ever refused by MTV. 
Declining to specify what was 
deemed objectionable, MTV 
spokeswoman Carole Robinson 
says, "This (video) is just not for us. 
"We love Madonna," Robinson 
adds. "We have a terrific relation- 
ship with her. 
We respect her work as an artist 
and think she makes great videos." 
Madonna was "pretty surprised 
but doesn' t harbor any anger toward 
MTV," says Liz Rosenberg, 
Madonna's publicist. "It's their 
prerogative. Madonna's stance is 
that this is her interpretation. She 
thinks it's very romantic." 
MTV occasionally rejects videos 
outright (Neil Young's "ThisNote's 
For You") or suggests modifica- 
tions. MTV did not request specific 
cuts, nor did Madonna offer to edit 
the video, which would all but dis- 
appear to suit average prime-time 
taste guidelines. 
While "Justify" won't be 
available on TV, it will be released 
in mid-December as a video single. 
Oh no! Not another award 
As the year comes to a close, I 
thought I would like to submit my 
nomations for this year's Time- 
out Entertainment Awards. (Note: 
All awards are the choice of Dean 
Lollis. All family and friends of 
Tiger staff members are ineligble.) 
•The Dig Deep Award. Fan's 
of the Hunt for Red Octobe?- found 
themselves having to dig deeper in 
their wallets if they wanted to get 
a copy of the popular movie. Re- 
lease day costs for the video cas- 
sette was $99. marking one of the 
highest prices ever. 
•Puttin' on the Hits Grand 
Championship. MilliVanillitook 
their try-outs for the lip-sync show 
a little too far when they made an 
album and stole $ 10 from everyone 
who bought it. 
Milli and Vanilli say that want 
to make a new album. Maybe they 
better take David Letterman's 
suggestions and try out for the 
parts of Jamican pick-pockets on 
the next American Express com- 
mercial. 
•I Don't Want No Civil War 
Award. Axel Rose and band 
members of Guns V Roses sang a 
song going against civil war this 
summer. Rose should have sang 
"I Don't Want No Criminal 
Charge" and thought twice before 
he slugged a neighbor with a wine 
bottle. Hey. Axel, maybe one of 
those guys in prison will be sing- 
ing "Knock. Knock. Knockin" on 
Your Bac;. 






Award. Rap group Third Bass went 
too far, said MC Hammer, when 
they claimed the cactus turned MC 
Hammer's mutha out. Supposedly, 
Hammer was so happy that Third 
Bass mentioned his mother in a song 
that he asked the Crips to make sure 
they give Third Bass the keys to the 
city next time they are in LA. I don't 
think Third Bass will be goin' back 
to Cali anytime soon. 
•Harvey Gantt Arts Award. 
This award goes to any artist whose 
form of art Jesse Helms has deemed 
obscene and to the thousands of 
people who wish they could have 
been North Carolina residents on 
Election Day. 
•He fell and Dammit He Got 
Up Award. This award goes to 
Donny Wahlberg of New Kids on 
The Block who fell through a trap 
door in the stage this year. While 
frantic fans waited to see if he was 
alright, most of us New Kids haters 
were hoping for the worst. Here's 
hoping Donny gets it a fight with 
that sparring partner who knocked 
Mike Tyson out. 
The following awards fall into a 
special category because they were 
all awarded for incidents involved 
in the 2 Live Crew obscenity saga. 
•Best Use of A Courtroom. 
Not since Perry Mason strolled 
the courtroom has anyone used 
the courtroom to promote itself 
more than the 2 Live Crew. 
As Nasty as They Wanna Be 
had virtually disappeared until 
Miami attorney Jack Thompson 
dragged it back and charged lead 
rapper Luther Campbell with ob- 
scenity. This realitively bad album 
began selling again and group even 
got a nice free promotion for their 
new effort, Banned in the USA. 
•Hey! What About Me? 
Award. This goes to the Miami 
record store owner who sold a 
copy of Nasty As They Wanna Be 
to an undercover cop. 
Shortly after the store owner 
was charged with selling materi- 
als deemed pornagraphic, 2 Live 
Crew lead rapper LutherCampbell 
was found not guilty of obscenity 
charges. Makes you wonder who 
was interpreting the constitution 
that day. 
•Marvel Comics Honorary 
Hall of Justice Member Award. 
Jack Thompson, Miami attorney, 
declared himself to be the seeker 
of justice for women. This self- 
proclaimed "Batman" struck out 
on a crusade to put an end to 2 
Live Crew's recording career. Too 
bad Thompson was more hype 
than last year's Michael Keaton 
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Local band releases debut 
by Chris Lockett 
staff writer 
Thoughtcrime might be best re- 
membered by Clemson students for 
spring semester's controversy in- 
volving their promo flyers which 
depicted Jesus in what the Fellow- 
ship of Christian Athletes felt was a 
less than flattering manner. 
After a token repentance and a 
compromise between themselves, 
the University Union and FCA, 
Thoughtcrime took the stage in 
Edgar's and gave a spirited perfor- 
mance which included among the 
many Sex Pistol covers a fair amount 
of their own material. Well folks, 
they're back. 
Thoughtcrime's first cassette, 
Under Cover Love Machine, is out. 
album review 
I was surprised to find that it is not 
a demo, but rather a full length 
album with good studio production 
and attractive cover art. 
Stylistically, the album contains 
heavy amounts of recycled mid 80's 
D.C. punk guitar rhythms and John 
Foster's vocals range anywhere 
from a Henry Rollins-like snarl to a 
whining similarity to Crispin 
Glover. 
Thoughtcrime did not use a bass 
player in the studio and guitar player 
Paul Gibson handled drums as well 
as doing the cover art. The lack of a 
bass player severely limits the power 
of the band and the guitar work 
suffers from redundancy in the pro- 
cess. The same progression is used 
on four of the album's ten tracks. 
The 'studio production did a 
pretty good job at taking up the 
slack, though. 
Vocal overlays and reverb cre- 
ate the haunting effect of empty 
adolescent nihilism and disgust, 
even though the liner notes credit 
the "Almighty Word of Jesus 
Krispy" with their inspiration. 
While the studio work gives 
Under Cover Love Machine the 
benefit of playability and clean 
sound, it is too polished to lend 
authenticity of conviction to the 
anthemic rants of the post-punk 
sound it attempts to achieve. 
On the the whole, it is a credible 
first effort, though lacking in con- 
viction. 
Country benefit 
Country band Dixiana played a benefit concert Monday in 
Clemson's Tillman Hall. Proceeds from the concert went to 
buy Christmas present for soldiers in Saudi Arabi. 
Step-off held at CU 
The University's Lambda 
Theta chapter of Alpha Kappa 
Alpha Sorority sponsored their 
sixth annual step-off competition 
on Nov. 17 in Tillman Hall Au- 
ditorium. 
The following fourteen step- 
teams competed: From Clemson 
— Pi Alpha, Kappa Lambda and 
Beta Epsilon; from Francis 
Marion — Mu Theta; from 
Georgia Tech — Lambda Delta; 
from South Carolina State—Beta 
Delta, Alpha Lambda and Xi Psi; 
from University of Georgia — 
Eta Xi; from University of South 
Carolina — Theta Nu, Iota Chi, 
Psi Eta; and from Winthrop Col- 
lege — Nu Chi and Theta Theta. 
Pi Alpha of Clemson took the 
first place prize of $500 and Theta 
Nu of U.S .C. took the second place 
prize of $200. 
Proceeds from the event went 
toward Lambda Theta's service 
projects. 
Start your engines! ! 
Kevin 1 avion/head photographer 
Head photographer Kevin Taylor captures a view from the fan's perspective at the recent 
Atlanta Journal 500. Over 100,000 people attended the race which saw Dale Earnhardt capture 
the Winston Points Championship. 
Fanzines provide low-budget, underground coverage 
by Chris Lockett 
staff writer 
The word "fanzine" first came 
into use sometime between 1945 
and 1950. This was the "Golden 
Age" of comic books, before Dr. 
Wertham and his Comics Code 
Authority decided that Batman was 
satanic and Superman was a ho- 
mosexual who would warp the 
minds of America's youth. 
Dr. Wertham's reports received 
so much national attention that the 
comic book industry censored itself 
by affixing a Comics Code Au- 
thority stamp of approval on every 
comic it published for a general 
audience. Lost in the melee were 
such comic book classics like "Tales 
From The Crypt", and "Weird 
Science." Evidently these comics 
were just too spicy for an audience 
that had just survived a World War. 
However, try as he might. Dr. 
Wertham and his Code were unable 
to keep the average American 
twelve-year old from his tales of 
murder, suspense, and gratuitous 
mutilation: the kids went "under- 
ground." 
In response to their cherished 
illustrated literature being taken 
away from them, these inventive 
adolescents typed up their own 
"magazines" and traded them with 
their friends, exchanging collectors 
information and prices for these 
much sought-after black market 
beauties. And so the fanzine was 
bom, not into the mainstream lit- 
erary genre, nor even into popular 
acceptance, but in reaction to an 
oppressive oul "'touch auth 
Since their first humble ap] 
at com:- ntiona 
and junior high school lunch tables, 
the fanzine, not unlike their creators, 
have managed to proliferate their 
numbers quite successfully. The 
60s, for instance, allowed the 
fanzine, with the help of corporate 
America's new toy, the Xerox 
photocopier, to reach a more adult 
audience in the Haight-Ashbury 
scene of psychedelic San Francisco 
as "counterculture" musical and 
political voices in the press. 
The fanzine left American soil 
in the 70s to escape disco and trav- 
eled to the U.K. to thrive in the 
London punk scene. The 80s 
showed the fanzine's return to the 
U.S. in the post-punk New York, 
D.C, and L.A. underground. 1990 
finds them enjoying a new vogue, 
although they have undergone some 
changes over the years. 
Staying true to their heritage, 
most '"zines", as they are called 
now, are still shoestring budget, cut 
and paste photocopy productions 
of material relevant to theircreator's 
message. Today's typical 'zine of- 
ten contains the most bizarre and 
disturbing forms of graphic art 
available to the unbalanced minds 
who create these contemporary 
masterpieces. Add to this some of 
the most original and energetic 
writing on taboo topics and the 
typical 'zine makes for interesting 
reading.  
Localfzines 
At present, there are seven 'zines 
being published in the Clemson 
area. Big Swollen Toe features band 
interviews, local music scene re- 
ports, poetl). short stories and art- 
work. It is published by a Uni\. 
student known as Spot. 
Padrot, creation of University 
student and Sleestacks guitarist 
Mike Benson, features skateboard- 
ing and local music news. Heretic 
is published by Spot's roommate 
Andy Hayes — DJ of WSBF's 
"Ugly as Sin" show and has many 
band interviews and advertisements 
from hardcore record labels from 
as far away as Greece and France. 
Clemson student Evan Mann pub- 
lishes The Twilight 'Zine. — a 
publication of consciousness po- 
etry, short stories, and photographs 
of local skaters in action.  
High school 
'zines 
Two other 'zines currently are 
being published by local high school 
students. Security 'zine which 
covers the industrial music scene 
originates at Daniel High School. 
Pendleton's contribution to the list. 
Soulless Structures rants for nearly 
thirty pages in which the reader will 
encounter anything from skate- 
boarding news to band news to a 
letter in the last issue from "a proud 
Aryan woman." 
University radio station WSBF 
has created its own' zines is WSBF's 
Super Duper Pooper Scooper. The 
first copy of the Scooper contains 
interviews, a poem, reviews and a 
program guide for the station's 
varied format. 
Fanzines are not money-making 
vehicles for their creators. In fact 
most of the people putting these 
things out lose money. Production 
ranee anywhere from fifty 
cents to a dollar per copy. Man} 
'zines are distributed free at local 
hardcore punk shows, or are given 
to local record stores to distribute. 
Manifest and Listeners' Choice in 
downtown Clemson carry the occa- 
sional copy of Big Swollen Toe and 
Heretic. 
When asked about the motiva- 
tion behind his 'zine. Andy Hayes 
of Heretic had this to say: "1 started 
the Heretic about six months after 
I'd interviewed a band on tape. I 
had this great interview laying 
around and I had nothing to do with 
it, so I started my own 'zine. I've 
never made a buck at this, but it's 
great for band contacts, and the 
reviews I give the bands is always 
good for a few free demo's or EP's 
from them. I usually send out a 
standard interview sheet and the 
bands write back with all of the 
information filled out and I publish 
it. 
"It's a hell of a great way for 
underground and hardcore bands to 
get some publicity for the price of 
two twenty-five cent stamps. I 
charge three dollars for a full page 
ad in one of my issues. The circula- 
tion is usually between thirty and 
seventy copies per issue, depend- 
ing on how much money I have 
when I go to the printers. " 
Spot's 'zine 
"Spot" from Big Swollen Toe 
said "My 'zine has a much larger 
circulation than most, about 400. 
Mine reaches people from Char- 
lotte to Atlanta. Even though most 
'zines don't have much in the way 
of budgets or circulations, people 
trade them at shows and advertise 
them in other "zines. I have no 
problem getting a copy of some- 
thing like the zine "Hippycore" 
from Arizona. I even get a few 
copies of international mags that 
see reviews of my "zine." 
A word to the cautious: 'zines 
are not for the easily disgusted. 
Equally revolting to the easily of- 
fended, and to many of the not so 
easily offended, are the many "hate 
'zines" on the market. Subjects in 
these run the gamut from racial hate 
to political hate to religious hate to 
just plain nihilistic hate. 
An optimist would claim that 
these Xerox Zorros are are creating 
a desktop publishing revolution. 
Unfortunately, many of ourelected 
officials do not share this view. As 
mainstream publishers huddle to- 
gether beneath corporate umbrellas 
and the NEA is being forced to 
restrict their government grants to 
"non offensive" literary and arts 
publications, the corresponding 
kudzu-like growth of independent 
presses naturally fill the voids. 
Some fanzines may be shock- 
ing, offensive, poorly written, and 
generally unappetizing to the 
American public, but therein lies 
the beauty of the fanzine: If you 
don't like what one 'zine has to say, 
all you need to do is sit down at a 
typewriter, spew forth your mes- 
sage to the world, cut out some 
artwork for attractive packaging, 
head to you local copy shop and 
create your own publication. 
The fanzine does not rely on 
government grants, so it is limited 
only by the wal let of i t' s creator and 
careful distribution so as not to in- 
flame the local police who may 
may be forced to ar «1 ob- 
scenitN chan:. 
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Dtank ^ou I 
Our thanks to your representatives on Student Government — and all the other Clemson 
students who take the time and interest to get involved — for their very valuable ideas, 
insights, and contributions to Clemson University's planning process. Through student 
membership and presentations to the Strategic Planning Committee about the issues you 
have identified as important, the University has become more aware and can be more 
responsive to your needs. 
Improvements in undergraduate education are top University priorities identified in 
Clemson's current strategic plan. 
We want you to know that we are listening... many of your concerns are ours also. 
With your help we have been addressing...and will continue to address next semester: 
• balance between teaching and research 
• teaching excellence... and more innovative teaching methods 
• curriculum — including general education requirements... and 
interdisciplinary courses 
• enrollment management 
• improvements to class, lab, library, and other facilities 
The Forum you sponsored on November 14 to address the balance of teaching and 
research provided some important information and recommendations. WE WILL 
CONTINUE TO SEEK YOUR HELP AND IDEAS. PLEASE BE SURE TO LET US 
KNOW—THROUGH YOUR REPRESENTATIVES OR INDIVIDUALLY—WHAT IS 
IMPORTANT TO YOU AND TO ACHIEVING EXCELLENCE AT CLEMSON 
UNIVERSITY. 
The Strategic Planning Committee 
STASSEN THOMPSON, Chairman 
BRUCE YANDLE, Alumni Professor, Economics 
JOSEPH DICKEY, Alumni Professor, Dairy Science 
LAWRENCE DYCK, Professor, Biology 
CHRISTINE JAR VIS, J.E. Sirrine Professor, Textiles 
JAMES BARKER, Dean, Architecture 
CHRISTIAN PRZIREMBEL, Head, Mechanical Engineering 
ALMEDA ROGERS JACKS, Associate VP, Student Affairs 
RUTH TAYLOR, Chair, Classified Staff Affairs 
and Professor of Econ. and Rural Sociology 
DERRICK PIERCE, Student Body President 
RUSSELL DIEFENDORF, McAlister Prof., Adv. Engr. Materials 
TOM ZIMMERER, Assoc. Dir., ETC and Prof., Management 
RON NOWACZYK, Dir., Assessment Committee and Prof., Psychology 
DAVID LARSON, Vice President, Business and Finance 
JAY GOGUE, Vice President, Research 
DAVID MAXWELL, Provost and Vice President, Academic Affairs 
SANDRA UNDERWOOD, Director, Planning 
November 30, 1990 
RACE, from page 15 
The Tiger TIME-OUT, Page 19 
observation struck me. Nothing 
I had ever seen on television 
could prepare me for what 150+ 
mph looks like in real life. We 
were trying to take some pic- 
tures and as I pointed the camera 
for a full side shot, all I could 
manage to see through the lens 
was blur. 
Racing is a sport that gives 
the fan a chance to see high 
speed and fast-paced driver re- 
actions. A few years ago, the 
speeds were reaching the 200 
mph mark and NASCAR de- 
cided that was too fast. To the 
disapproval of many drivers, 
NASCAR implemented 
restrictor plates in the engines to 
keep the speeds down and pre- 
vent accidents. 
A good argument for 
NASCAR's change could have 
been made Sunday, when after 
an early caution, the race reached 
a record-setting 222 laps with- 
out a caution. Spectators were 
treated to a real demonstration 
in racing strategy in which driv- 
ers were forced to pit or gamble 
on an up-coming caution. 
After that 222nd lap without 
a caution, the race took a tragic 
and ironic twist with only 20 
laps to go. As Ricky Rudd tried 
to leave pit road, he was forced 
to hit the brakes. As he did, the 
brakes on his car locked and the 
rear end of his car swung around, 
hitting Bill Elliott's car and pin- 
ning Elliott's rear tire changer 
between the two cars. He was 
transported to the hospital by 
helicopter and later died. Two 
other members of Elliott's crew 
were injured in the accident. 
Despite the tragedy, Morgan 
Sheppard went on to win the 
race. Dale Earnhardt finished 
third and captured the million- 
dollar Winston Cup Champion- 
ship. Incidentally, my favorite 
driver Darrell Waltrip finished 
fifth. 
On my way back to Clemson, 
I decided despite some of the 
tragedies associated with it, 
NASCAR racing is a pretty en- 
tertaining and it is something I 
will try to see more of in the 
future. Who knows, maybe I 
will become one of those infield 
groupies. 
II 
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Quick change! ! Dean Lo1h\/iime-out editor 
Rusty Wallace's pit crew works at a frantic pace to get Rusty back on the track and in the lead. 
In NASCAR, only six pit crew members are allowed to work on the car when it pits. A good pit 
in NASCAR usually takes 13 seconds. 
Rusty 
Kevin Taylor/head photographer 
Historic houses set to 
show off decorations 
from news services 
Dean Lollis gets a chance to meet one of his favorite racing drivers, Rusty Wallace. Rusty, last 
year's Winston points champion, captured the pole position for the Atlanta Journal 500, but 
was unable to take the victory. 
A special reception to show 
off the holiday decorations at 
Clemson University's historic 
houses, the John C. Calhoun 
House and Hanover House, 
will be held Friday, Dec. 7, 5- 
8 p.m. 
Refreshments and enter- 
tainment will enhance the fes- 
tive atmosphere created by the 
traditional decorations area 
garden clubs have provided for 
the homes. 
Tickets for the event are $5 
for adults and $2 for children 
ages 6-12 and can be purchased 
on-campus at the Trustee 
House or at either of the houses 
and at Lynch Drug Co. in 
downtown Clemson. Those 
outside the Clemson area can 
call 656-2061 to order tickets 
by mail. 
"We are only offering 300 
tickets to prevent overcrowd- 
ing," said event chair Julie 
Ransdell. "Any tickets not sold 
in advance will be available at 
the houses the evening of the 
party." 
The decorated homes will 
be open to the public 10 a.m.- 
5 p.m. Monday-Saturday, and 
2-5 p.m. Sunday through Dec. 
16. Standard admission dona- 
tions of $3 for adults, $2 for 
non-Clemson students and 
senior citizens, and $1 for 
children ages 6-12, will apply 
during times other than the 
reception. During regular vis- 
iting hours the houses are open 
to Clemson students, faculty 
and staff at no charge. 
For further information 
about the reception or the 
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CHOCOLATE CHIP 
0£. "AMAZON CRUNCH"? 





CRUNCH * /S THE R/SHT 
CH0ICE , MV FRlEMp/ 
/T SHOWS \JOU RE AN 
ENVlRONMENTAi-lA/ 
CONSCJOUS  KlHt>0F6Uy! 
Got some extra time next semester? 
Then write for the only real section of 
the Tiger -- Timeout. Call 656-2150 
for details. 
"Are Your Clothes Ready for the Holidays? 
If you're ready for Christmas break but your clothes 
aren't, the Clemson University Laundry can help! 
* We can clean your silks, velvets, satins, taffetas and all 
your fine holiday and cold weather garments so you will 
look your best at those holiday parties. 
* We offer quick, dependable service at competitive prices. 
Mending and alteration service is available. 
Open 7:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m., Monday-Friday 
Use the main facility at the Dillard Building 
or the convenient drop stations at 





LOOK FOR THE HOTTEST WOMEN 
ON CAMPUS IN FULL COLOR 
EVERY MONTH ONLY ON THE 
TANTALIZING TIGERS  CALENDAR. 
AUTOGRAPHING SESSION JAN. 9 AT 
THE 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
NOW HOLD ON... 
V0UKE TELLIN& ME 
MV CHOICE. OF ice 















IPTAY STUDENT ADVISORY BOARD» 
Would Like To Congratulate 







If you have any questions regarding IPTAY, 
please feel free to contact any ISAB member: 
Cary Bailey, Ben Bentley, Robbie Burgess, Amy 
Burns, David Chamberlain, Scott Curry, CeCE 
Dalton, Robert Fletcher, Renee Hardee, Tammy 
Holcombe, Rainey Josey, Dewitt Miles, Jackie 
O'Brien, Stephen Palmer, Derrick Pierce, Michel 
Smosk, Amy Uhl. 
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Downtown churches sponsor 
'Return to Bethlehem' 
TIME-OUT / Page 21 
The downtown Clemson 
churches are offering members of 
the community a special holiday 
journey to the town of Bethlehem, 
but it doesn't involve air travel or 
even leaving the town of Clemson. 
It's a journey of the heart. 
On Friday and Saturday, Nov. 
30 and Dec. 1, congregations of 
Fort Hill Presbyterian, Clemson 
First Baptist, Clemson United 
Methodist, University Lutheran, St. 
Andrews Catholic and Holy Trinity 
Episcopal churches, all located in 
the downtown Clemson area, will 
recreate the town of Bethlehem at 
the time of Jesus' birth. 
"Return to Bethlehem" is open 
to the public at no charge, and 
visitors will take about a 10-minute 
walk through the crowded streets of 
Bethlehem — past the synagogue, 
the well, various shops and stalls, 
the tax collectors and Roman sol- 
diers — ending up at a familiar 
stable. Hours are 6-10 p.m. Friday 
and 1-5 p.m. Saturday. 
"This is not a play; it's an ex- 
perience," said Pansy Duke. 
Christian education director at Fort 
Hill Presbyterian Church and one 
of the organizers of the event. "It's 
our gift to the extended community, 
not just Clemson. We hope visitors 
from throughout the Upstate will 
accept our invitation." 
Duke added that although there 
is no admission charge, donations 
will be accepted to help the needy 
of the area. Since the churches are 
working together in an informal 
association, a committee repre- 
senting all groups involved will 
decide how any money collected 
will be allocated. 
The event is possible in part 
because of the new addition to Fort 
Hill Presbyterian. When Duke re- 
alized the undercroft of the new 
sanctuary presented a huge, avail- 
able vacant space, she immediately 
thought of a project she had heard 
about in Asheville. She and Sarah 
Lomax, who is Christian education 
director at Clemson United Meth- 
odist, met with members of the 
Asheville Buncombe Community 
Christian Ministry, who have suc- 
cessfully presented a Return to 
Bethlehem event for several years. 
"We came back so impressed 
with the response to their event," 
Duke said. "They felt it had really 
been a meaningful ministry, which 
is what we hope will occur here." 
Duke added that a program of 
music will be offered by Clemson 
First Baptist Church, next door to 
Fort Hill Presbyterian, for visitors 
to enjoy during a short waiting pe- 
riod before entering "Bethlehem." 
Free parking will be available in 
lighted areas around the churches, 
and visitors will be directed to 
parking areas. 
For further information, contact 
Pansy Duke at 654-2061 or Sarah 
Lomax at 654-5547. 
The Tiger Senior Staff Meeting 
Sunday, Dec. 2 @ 4 p.m 
INTERESTED IN A HEALTH-REIATED CAREER? 
Think of 
EPIDEMIOLOGY. 
An epidemiologist seeks to understand what causes dis- 
ease in human populations. For instance, are people living 
near hazardous waste sites at greater risk of disease? Why 
is esophageal cancer unusually frequent in the Low Country 
of South Carolina? Does oat bran reduce your risk of heart 
disease? We all think about such questions, but epidemi- 
ologists seek answers to them. The Epidemiology program 
at the Medical University of South Carolina offers training 
at the Masters and Ph.D. levels. Students come from a 
diversity of academic backgrounds, though strong quanti- 
tative abilities and a basic knowledge of biology are 
probably most useful. Opportunities for professional em- 
ployment after graduation are varied, challenging and 
abundant. 
For more information write or call 
Dr. June Stevens or Dr. John Dunbar 
Department of Biostatistics, Epidemiology 
and Systems Science 
Medical University of South Carolina 
Charleston, SC 29425 
Phone - (803) 792-2261 
Fellowships and Assistantships are Available 
Fresh Egg Nog • Apple Cider • Peppermint Ice Cream 
"&  <^j/&<:^sU^ca& No._ 
.To: 
This mere] 
of Dr. C's fro 
location, ^fcea nyyt%j< 
Good through 
This certificate will not be exchanged  JT cash and may not be resold 
with permission of Dr. C's. 
• Lots and Lots of Candy Gift Ideas 
PAWS for the bathroom 
Officially licensed orange Clemson 
Tiger Paw on an attractive and 
durable, translucent, moire vinyl 
shower curtain. Rustproof grom- 
mets at the top prevent tearing. 
Use with or without liner. A 
pawsitiveiv excellent Christmas gift 
$19.95 + $2.50 shipping ea. 
Your satisfaction guaranteed, or 
your money back. 
rC/^   (803)722-1891 
P.O. Box 305 
Charleston, SC 29402 




• Wolff System Tanning Beds 
• No Charge for Consultation 





Valid Nov. 30th thru Dec. 9th, 1990     12 oz. Coke & Diet Coke .65c. 
IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA: 
ANDERSON 
226-9393 
1006 N. Main St. 
Call Us! CLEMSON 654-3082 
384-2 College Ave. 
Medium Student 
Appreciation Special 
Ask lor a Medium Student Appreciation Special and 
receive a medium cheese pizza. Additional top- 
pings $1.00. Valid Nov. 30th thru Dec. 9th, 1990. 
^Appr 
Large Student 






I    Vaid a! participaing stores only. Not VJidwHh any ofcer ofler. Prices 
may vary. Customer pays sales tax where applicable. Detvery areas 
I    Immd lo •nsura sat* driving. Our drivers carry less ftan J20.00. Cvr 
driver* are not penafeed tor law defveries. 
Ask lor a Large Student Appreciation Special and re- 
ceive alarge cheese pizza. Additional toppings $1.50. 
Valid Nov. 30th thru Dec. 9th, 1990. 
3" S 5 99 
Vaid at partapafng stores only. Not Viidwiti any other orter.Pncesmay 
vary. Customer pays sales tax where appieatte. Dei very areas Smiled to 
an Mi sale driving. Out drivers carry less ti an 120 00 CXjr drivers are not 
penalized for lale deliveries. 
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Dylan returns with 
energetic effort 
by Chris Lockett 
staff writer 
While Bob Dylan has been la- 
beled as many things over the course 
of his career, predictable has not 
been one of them. 
Bob Dylan enters his fourth de- 
cade of making music not as the 
heroic folk singer who established 
himself as a legend to an earlier 
generation, but rather as a back to 
basics rock-n-roller. UnderTheRed 
Sky, Dylan's 38th album, opens 
strongly with a tune called "Wiggle 
Wiggle" that features Slash from 
Guns n Roses on lead guitar. In fact, 
the album is somewhat of an all- 
star album featuring some of rock's 
biggest names. 
Elton John, Don Was, David 
Crosby, Bruce Homsby, George 
Harrison, Jimmy Vaughn and the 
late Stevie Ray Vaughn contribute 
their talents to the album' s ten songs. 
Under The Red Sky is a depar- 
ture in lyrical content from 1989's 
Oh, Mercy, which was awarded a 
spot on Rolling Stone's "Top 100 
Albums of the Eighties." In his latest 
effort, Dylan places a greater con- 
centration on the danceable side of 
the music spectrum. This is not to 
say that there aren't great lyrics on 
the album, there are. "T.V. Talking 
Song" for instance, containing a 
healthy dose of irony and political/ 
religious message. While he may 
be best known for his protest songs, 
Dylan has always had strong appeal 
for his ability to write bittersweet" 
love songs as well. "Born in Time" 
rivals any of the earlier Dylan love 
songs in its poetic lyrics and fluid 
melody. 
Dylan is currently on tour on 
support of the new album. I was 
lucky enough to catch him at Ap- 
palachian State in Boone, N.C. 
Dylan is notorious for walking up 
to the mike, playing his set, saying 
nothing to the crowd and walking 
offstage. This show was different. 
This show was amazing! At one 
point in the concert, Dylan lost his 
hat because he was dancing so hard. 
He was smiling, talking to the crowd 
between songs, and even slapped a 
few high-fives with the people in 
the front row. Something has 
reinspired the man and I strongly 
recommend both Under The Red 
Sky and his current live show. 
REMINDER 
Last day For Advance Fee Payment 
December 7th 
Last Day To Pre-Register 
December 7th 
Any Questions? Please call the Office 





Makin' it great! ® 4liit 
Use this Coupon to get up to 3 Medium 
Pepperoni or Other Single Topping 
Pizzas for Just $5.99 Each. 
Coupon valid only at the Pizza Hut® 
Restaurant in Clemson. 
Expires Dec. 15,1990. 
Dine In / Carry Out 654-8692 
Delivery 654-8646 
-Hut 
Makin' it great!1 
$ 5.99 
One coupon per person per visit, not valid with other coupons or offers, 
odditional toppings at regular price. 1 /20 cent cash redemption value. © 1990 
| ptzza Hut. Inc.. Makin' it great I is a registered trademark of Pizza Hut. 
For All Recognized Funded/ 
Non-Funded Campus 
Organizations: 
YOU MUST ATTEND 
The Organizational Meeting 
December 5 at 5:30 
In The Senate Chambers 
Or You Will Be Unrecognized. 





New York Outlet 
501 CollegeAve.Clemson.SC 654-3351 
Our New Location 






ALL $icoo 15' 









Suits & Dresses 
*3500 
values to ,200nD 
We feature Manufacturers Original One-of-A-Kind Samples Wholesale & below 
m 
New York Outlet 
Hrs: 10-6   Mon - Sat 
SPEND A YEAR IN JAPAN! 
The Japan Exchange and Teaching Program 
If you have an excellent knowledge of 
English, hold a bachelor's degree 
(or will receive one by August, 
1991), and are a U.S. citizen, 
the J.E.T. Program need 
you! Opportunities are 
available in Japanese 
schools and govern- 
ment offices. 
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The 1989 TAPS 
was not ready for shipping 
on Wednesday November 28; 
as promised by the publisher. 
(The earliest shipment of the book will be 05 December.) 
- Distribution begins Monday 17 December 
(the week of graduation). 
- Distribution of the books will be at 
104 Hotzendorff (Y.M.C.A.) building. 
- 9 am - 4 pm 
~ Students must have their id cards to pick up books. 
Check  next  week's  Tiger 
(Yes there will be one!) 
for more details on distribution. 
It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe. 
You have one night. 
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few 
short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the 
dreaded astronomy exam. 
On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps 
keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniendy. So 
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp. 
If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar 
w™i~™ Reviw with VIVARIN: 
VIVARIN I ; 
lv«.chfrtW UMjafalletKtff*aknL^mttv.«lcvlkt     ' I'NONiirfittarBmtaB 
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Upcoming Sports Events 
Come out and watch Dale 
Davis and company pound 
the purple Paladins of 
Furman this Sunday at 2:00 
p.m. in Littlejohn. 
Spirts Tiger Facts The Clemson Tigers are 10-6 in bowl- game play and have 
won their last four 
bowls. 
Bid goodbye to the 
Bowls - College 






For years, the college football 
domain has been content to live 
peacefully under the rule of the 
polls with the sports media hold- 
ing the final say so as to who 
deserves the national champion- 
ship. 
Foryears, there has been sparse 
but fiery opposition to the entire 
bowl scheme, but many felt that 
the bowls did a sufficient job in 
matching up the top two teams 
each season for a "symbolic" na- 
tional championship game. Many 
felt that the playoff system pro- 
posed by the few anti-bowl rebels 
was just too complicated to put 
into motion. 
But the current system of de- 
termining a national champion is 
obsolete. This "One Wacky 
Season," as Sports Illustrated put 
it in their last issue, is testimony 
to the fact that an entire revamp- 
ing of the system is in order. 
But what is so wrong with the 
current system? 
The first culprit in the matter is 
The Associated Press poll. With 
the weakening of UPI over the 
past few years, the AP poll has 
become the only poll that counts 
But this season the AP poll sud- 
denly became the Absolutely 
Pathetic poll when it handed the 
number-one slot to a Colorado 
team that had one loss and one tie, 
not to mention the fact that one of 
the Buffs' wins came with the aid 
of a fifth down play that gave 
Colorado the winning TD against 
Missouri. 
But who is more deserving of 
the honor of being number one? 
Georgia Tech for one. The 
Ramblin' Reck is the only major 
college football team to remain 
undefeated, and although some 
claim that the Yellow Jacket 
schedule was weaker than the 
spiked punch at a Baptist gather- 
ing, the fact remains that Tech 
beat the nation's number-one de- 
fense (Clemson is first in total 
defense, scoring defense and 
rushing defense) and outscored 
one of the most potent offenses in 
the nation. 
Texas is another deserving 
candidate for the top of the polls. 
BYU's cream-puff schedule in 
the WAC conference hurts its 
chances, but Ty Detmer's 10-1 
team licked Miami (8-2) in Provo 
at their annual "Christians verses 
Criminals" match up. Even with 
the win over Miami and a better 
record, BYU still rests below the 
Hurricanes on the poll. 
Something even more baffling 
was revealed in an Assoiciated 
Press story the day the Nov. 20th 
poll came out. Ga Tech was 
ranked number three, right be- 
hind Miami.   The unbelievable 
see TRAIL, page 28 
Tigers escape upset, head to Tampa 
Hatfield squeaks 
past Gamecocks 
for his first win 
over Carolina 
by Eric Lyons 
assistant sports writer 
The consensus among Clemson 
fans before the South Carolina 
football game was easily deter- 
mined at the Barnyard Burn II pep 
rally Friday night. 
The estimated 10,000 Clemson 
fans in attendance were asked if 
Clemson would beat South Carolina 
by five points, and the crowd re- 
sponded with plenty of booing. 
When asked if margin would be 10, 
the result was the same. Even as 
the margin in question reached 25, 
very few people began to applaud. 
The crowd was convinced that 
the game would have the same re- 
sult as last season's 45-0 pounding 
of the Gamecocks in Columbia, if 
not worse. 
But South Carolina completely 
ignored those pregame predictions 
and played like a completely dif- 
ferent football team. They did not 
play like the Gamecocks that were 
upset by The Citadel 38-35 at home 
or the Gamecocks who were de- 
molished by Florida State 41-10. 
These Gamecocks led 3-0 after 
the first quarter, trailed by just eight 
at halftime, and cut the deficit to 
two, 17-15, with 10:28 remaining 
in the fourth quarter. 
True, the end result was the same 
as last year, a Clemson victory, 
their third straight over their arch- 
rivals. But the 24-15 score proved 
that this game was unquestionably 
different than last year's. 
According to South Carolina 
head coach Sparky Woods, a 
Gamecock victory would have 
meant cashing in on several missed 
opportunities. 
In the first quarter, a Clemson 
offensive drive stalled at the 
Clemson 29-yard line. The ensu- 
ing punt was blocked by South 
Carolina's Ricky Ferguson, and the 
ball was recovered at the Clemson 
six yard line. USC had an oppor- 
tunity for six points. 
But the Clemson defense refused 
to allow the touchdown, and South 
Chip East/Senior staff photographer 
Chris Gardocki was far from pleased after getting 
one of his punts blocked against the Gamecocks. 
Carolina had to settle for a 22-yard 
Collin Mackie field goal for a 3-0 
lead. 
Early in the fourth quarter, the 
Clemson defense was tested again 
as South Carolina marched 41 yards 
to the Clemson 17. The number 
one defense in the nation held again, 
and South Carolina settled for an- 
other Mackie field goal, to cut the 
Clemson lead to 17-9. 
The ensuing kickoff, however, 
bounced well over the heads of the 
Clemson return group, and was 
recovered by Bru Pender at the 12. 
The Clemson defense would be 
tested yet again, but this time South 
Carolina would not be denied. Mike 
Dingle scored on a four yard run, 
and South Carolina cut the Clem- 
son lead down to two, 17-15. The 
touchdown was the first offensive 
touchdown allowed in Death Val- 
ley this season. 
But South Carolina's other 
missed opportunity was the fol- 
lowing two point conversion at- 
tempt. The play sent into the 
Gamecocks was misunderstood, 
and all quarterback Frankie DeBusk 
could do was throw the ball away. 
All the momentum the Game- 
cocks received from the touchdown 
was quickly snatched away when 
the Tiger offense got a 31 -yard run 
by tailback Ronald Williams and a 
28-yard pass completion by Rudy 
Harris. Clemson capped the 
drivewith a Tony Kennedy touch- 
down to close the scoring. 
The Tigers 
make their first 
trip to the Hall 
of Fame Bowl 
by Rhett Berger 
staff writer 
For Clemson football players 
and fans, the transition from their 
beloved Danny Ford to current 
head coach Ken Hatfield was a 
difficult one. Hatfield critics 
forecasted a rough season for the 
Tigers, but the new coach has 
guided Clemson to its fourth 
straight 9-2 regular season and its 
sixth consecutive bowl bid. 
On Jan. 1. 1991. the 14th- 
ranked Clemson Tigers will face 
16th-rated Illinois (8-3) in the Hall 
of Fame Bowl in Tampa, Fla. 
The game will start at 1 p.m. in 
Tampa Stadium and will be tele- 
vised nationally by NBC. A vic- 
tory overthe Fighting Illini would 
give the Tigers five consecutive 
bowl wins and four straight 10-2 
seasons. 
Coach Hatfield is looking for- 
ward to the New Year's meeting 
with the Illini. "It will be a great 
challenge playing Illinois, be- 
cause they're a co-champion of 
the Big Ten," he said. "They're 
also the only team to beat (#1- 
ranked) Colorado this year. Illi- 
nois is a good football team and I 
think that we're going to have a 
real exciting game for TV and for 
all of our fans coming to Tampa." 
The Fighting Illini feature a 
potent passing attack led by 
sophomore quarterback Jason 
Verduzco, who ranks 13th na- 
tionally in passing efficiency. For 
the season, Verduzco has com- 
pleted 213 of 330 passes for 2,446 
yards and 16 touchdowns. Senior 
wide receiver Shawn Wax is on 
the receiving end of most of 
Verduzco's deli veries. making 52 
receptions for 762 yards and six 
touchdowns. 
Illinois doesn't only depend 
on passing, though. Senior full- 
back Howard Griffith gives the 
Illini another effective weapon to 
use against opponents. Griffith 































Yds   TDs 
28     0 
22     0 
9       0 
1 2 3 4 TOTAL 
CU 0 14 3 7 24 
USC 3 3 0 9 15 
Cameron 
A/C/Int. Yds    ID 





USC •- Mackie 22-yd field goal 
CU - Harris 1 -yd run (Gardocki kick) 
CU - Harris 7-y d run (Gardocki kick) 
USC - Mackie 42-yd Held goal 
CU - Gardocki 24-vd field goal 
USC - Mackie 33-yd Held goal 
USC - Dingle 4-yd run 
CU - Kennedy 1 -yd run (Gardocki kick I 
A - 77,000 
* if m M l A ©      © 
14 First Downs 16 
242 Rushing yards 85 
59 Passing 163 
38 Return Yards 23 
3-7-1 Comp-Att-Int 11-30-1 
5-50 Punts-Ave. 5-43 
0-0 Fumbles-Lost 1-1 
7-50 Penalties-Yards 3-15 
32:54        T ime of Possession 27:06 
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Davis1 powerful play in the paint gives Tigers a 3-0 season start 
Tigers 'Dog1 
Citadel in the 
2nd half of play 
by Brian W. Judski 
staff writer 
Who says you have to wait until 
January to see a good basketball 
game at Littlejohn Coliseum? Fans 
in attendance of Wednesday 
evening's contest versus the Cita- 
del Bulldogs will be the first to 
attest to this fact as the Clemson 
Tigers were given almost more than 
they could handle before pulling 
out a 91-77 victory. Clemson's 
third victory of the season extended 
their home winning streak to 27 
straight games. The Citadel 
dropped to 1 -2. 
"This just goes to show the parity 
in college basketball," said a re- 
lieved Cliff Ellis. "On any given 
night, anyone can play with any- 
one." 
That is exactly what the Bulldogs 
did, as Coach Randy Nesbit used 
changing defenses and three-point 
shooting to stay right with the Ti- 
gers for the first 30 minutes. 
Clemson turned a 69-69 tie with 
9:41 remaining into a 77-69 lead 
with just over 5 minutes left, leav- 
ing the Citadel empty in their quest 
for an upset. 
All-American candidate Dale 
Davis paced Clemson with 23 points 
and 10 rebounds, despite being held 
to six points and one rebound the 
first 20 minutes. 
"Our main objective was to pick 
up our defense in the second half, 
and make things happen," said an 
enthused Davis, who is now shoot- 
ing 74% from the floor in his first 
three games. "The increased de- 
fensive pressure led to many easy 
baskets and won the game for us." 
The Citadel matched Clemson's 
every stride in the first half, out- 
rebounding the Tigers and nailing 
nine three-pointers, as the half 
ended in a 50-50 tie. The Clemson 
backcourt had problems handling 
the Citadel guards, as they ac- 
counted for 32 first half points and 
forced nine turnovers. Aaron 
Nichols keyed the Citadel attack 
scoring 11 points while adding six 
assists in a half which saw the lead 
change hands nine times. 
Ricky Jones scored Clemson's 
first four second half points as the 
Citadel was forced to call timeout 
at the 17:54 mark in the fear on a 
Clemson run. After a Lamar 
Wright basket to cut Clemson's 
lead to one, Davis and Colby Brown 
scored and it looked as if the Tigers 
were pulling away. But Aaron 
Nichols scored five straight points 
and Andre Harris tipped in a Cita- 
del miss as the Bulldogs led once 
again 60-58 with 14:30 left to play. 
With 9:24 remaining, guard 
David Young attempted what 
looked like to be a three point shot 
from the top of the key. His effort 
was actually a perfectly executed 
pass to a streaking Dale Davis, as 
Davis promptly sent the basketball 
through the rim, and sent the Cita- 
del players running for cover. 
"It was a designed play all the 
way ."explained David Young with 
a smile ear to ear. "It's a play that 
we work on in practice, when the 
three man (Steve Harris) comes on 
the back side to set a pick, and I go 
up to make it look as if I'm shoot- 
ing, then he (Davis) comes on the 
back side and dunks it." 
The play brought the crowd of 
5000 to their feet, and began 
Clemson's dismissal of their 
Charleston foes, outscoring them 
20-8 the rest of the way. 
Ricky Jones continued to play 
well throughout the home stand, 
scoring 19 points, while hitting 
seven of eight free throws. Jones is 
averaging 4.5 rebounds and 14 
points, joining Davis and senior 
Sean Tyson in a frontcourt that will 
be tough for anyone to handle. 
Aaron Nichols, Lamar Wright, 
and Ted Mosay all shared the hon- 
ors for Citadel, pumping in 18 points 
apiece. 
"This was a positive step for our 
development," said Nesbit. 
"Clemson is a very good team with 
many great athletes, and our guys 
hung tough with them tonight." 
Clemson's freshmen continued 
their fine development, with for- 
ward Steve Harris scoring nine 
points and point guard Eric Burks 
adding eight points and four assists. 
Clemson's schedule will not get 
any easier, facing rival Furman 2 
p.m. Sunday at Littlejohn. The 
Tigers then travel to Syracuse on 
Tuesday to face the Seton Hall Pi- 
rates in a 7 p.m. game that will be 
seen nationally on ESPN. 
*~* 
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Colby Brown goes up over two Citadel defenders to 
make the tip in for the score. Brown had seven 
points in the game. With the absence of Elden 
Campbell, Brown will be called upon quite a bit 
this season. The Tigers won the game 91-77 to keep 
the home game wininng streak alive at 26 games. 
Tigers embarrass the Samford 
Bulldogs in home opener blowout 
by Bob Sayre 
staff writer 
Coach Ellis called on freshman guard Steve 
Harris to help control the Tiger offense against 
The Citadel Bulldogs. 
The Clemson Tigers men's 
basketball team followed their 90- 
73 victory over UM-Baltimore 
County with a 96-56 annihilation 
of the Samford Bulldogs at 
Littlejohn on Wednesday night. 
In case Samford University 
doesn't sound familiar, it's a pri- 
vate school with an enrollment of 
4,000 located in Birmingham, AL. 
The loss dropped Samford to 0-3 
on the season. The Bulldogs won 
a mere 6 games in 28 outings last 
season. 
Coach Cliff Ellis was pleased 
with the Tigers' intensity and de- 
fensive performance. "Our de- 
fense was the thing that carried 
us," Ellis noted after the game. 
"It's two games in a row we've 
played solid defense." 
The outstanding defense was a 
team effort However, it was junior 
guard David Young who provided 
some of the firsthalf fireworks. In 
the first half, Samford managed 
two fast breaks off Clemson turn- 
overs, but Young cans 
by cleanly blocking the 1 





just trying to work on < 
because in the scrimmages and 
exhibition games we weren't 
playing to good of defense." 
When asked how the team 
benefits from these early season 
games against lesser known op- 
ponents, Young responded, 
"These type games give the 
freshmen a lot of confidence in 
themselves, and in the game that's 
what we need." He continued, 
"We need some freshman players 
to step in as role players with a lot 
of confidence in themselves." 
Clemson put the game away 
early. Twelve minutes into the 
game Jimmy Mason sank a jumper 
to put the Tigers ahead by a score 
of 30-10. Samford was unable to 
cut the lead to less than 18 the rest 
of the game. The Tigers dominated 
the Bulldogs in rebounds by a mar- 
gin of 50-30, and in field goal 
percentage as the Tigers connected 
on 59% of their shots compared to 
Samford's 35% shooting perfor- 
mance. 
Dale Davis led the Tigers in 
scoring with 17 points and in re- 
bounds with 13 despite fouling out 
with 6:27 remaining in the game. 
When the Bulldog defense col- 
lapsed on Davis in the paint, the 
Tigers responded from the perim- 
eter by hitting on 6 of 13 three- 
point attempts. 
Starting at point guard, fresh- 
man Eric Burks aided the Tigers 
by collecting 8 points, 5 assists, 
and only 1 turnover in 26 minutes. 
6'-4" freshman Steve Harris also 
started the game at forward which 
left Sean Tyson on the bench at the 
start. "Sean Tyson plays better off 
the bench, and (be) watches and 
reacts well whenhe goes in."Coach 
Ellis explained. "Some players 
are like that" Tyson finished the 
game with 16 points, while Harris 
collected 9 points and an impres- 
sive 10 rebounds. 
Finally, Wayne Buckingham 
once again spent the game in street 
clothes on the bench. "Buck" is 
being benched as a precautionary 
measure while officials attempt to 
sort out allegations regarding his 
high school transcript. 
Season opener gives 
Burks a chance to 
gain confidence 
by Jay Pobis 
Staff writer 
While most students and fans 
were still enjoying their Thanks- 
giving turkeys this past Saturday 
night, the Clemson Men's Bas- 
ketball team was feasting on the 
first of many early season offerings, 
the University of Maryland-Balti- 
more County Retrievers, before 
5,000 curious onlookers at 
Littlejohn Coliseum. 
The 90-73 victory, which ex- 
tended Clemson's home winning 
streak to 25 games, proved to be 
the coming out party for one of the 
baby boomers in the Tigers' 
freshmen perimeter corps. Eric 
Burks became the first rookie to 
open a season at the point in 15 
years. Burks showed a calm and 
collectedness which went a long 
way toward stifling critics' pre- 
season questions about the Tigers' 
backcourt as the 6'3" Atlantan 
committed only two turnovers in 
34 minutes of action, while scoring 
5 and dishing out 2 assists. 
The Tigers other freshman 
phenom, Steve Harris, also saw 
extended playing time at the small 
forward slot where he scored 8 
points and pulled down 7 boards, 
showing a confidence and consis- 
tency in the second half which the 
Tigers will need all season. 
Dale Davis led the Tigers with 
23 points and 8 rebounds in a 
customarily dominating perfor- 
mance as UMBC couldn't keep the 
Tigers' enforcer out of the paint on 
either end of the court. David 
Young also grabbed eight boards 
to go with his 15 points (including 
8 of 9 from the charity stripe and 1 
of 3 from the bonusphere) and set 
the defensive tone with tenacious 
work that might have made some 
people forget the loss of last 
season's stopper, Derrick Forrest. 
To the credit of Coach Earl 
Hawkins and his club, though they 
were never really in the game, they 
were never really out of it either. 
Coach Ellis lauded their effort, 
saying, "I thought the opponent 
came out and played us extremely 
hard. It was not one of the blow- 
outs that people were expecting." 
What also contributed to keeping 
the game close in the second half 
was the fact that the Tigers played 
every dressed squad member. The 
game sometimes looked as if it 
should have been played in Fike 
instead of at Littlejohn. 
Notably absent, however, was 
6'9" sophomore forward Wayne 
Buckingham, who watched yet 
another game in street clothes. 
Buckingham was restricted from 
play as he waited for the results of 
an investigation into alleged tran- 
script discrepancies. 
The game stayed close for the 
first 10 minutes as UMBC tied the 
score twice, at 14 and 16, before 
Sean Tyson and David Young fu- 
eled an 11-2 run that provided the 
Tigers with all the cushion they 
would need. The Tigers led by 15 
at the half, 50-35. Ricky Jones was 
smooth and effective in the first 
half, scoring 11 of his 13 points 
then, before the bench barrage came 
on to mop up the game. Sean 
Tyson finished with 12. 
"I thought we played the first 10 
minutes with some opening game 
jitters," commented Coach Ellis. 
"I thought a lot of people played 
well, especially coming off the 
bench. I was real pleased with 
Steve Harris, Colby Brown (6 
points in 9 minutes), people 
pitching in because we're going to 
have to have that." On the play of 
Burks. Ellis added. "He was trying 
to get the feel of the first part. But 
I thought he did better as the game 
progressed." Better indeed. 
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Soccer Team ends successful season in tailspin with two playoff losses 
Bv Pat McGlynn 
Staff Writer 
A season that saw the Clemson 
Tiger soccer team ranked number 
one in the nation as late as October 
28 suddenly took a wrong-turn into 
a disappointing dead-end. Satur- 
day, November 11, the #4 ranked 
Tiger's dropped their first round 
NCAA Tournament game to the 
University of South Carolina. 
The 3-0 loss before 3,893 fans at 
Riggs Field was the first time the 
potent Clemson offense had been 
shutout all year. Greg Strehmel led 
the Gamecocks, #9 in the nation, 
who also defeated Clemson in the 
1985 tourney. 
USC Head Coach Mark Berson 
commented, "I am proud of our 
team. We came here with the desire 
to attack them and that is what we 
did." He also felt that their 3-1 loss 
to the Tigers in Columbia earlier 
this season was a big motivating 
factor for his team. 
"The difference in this game vs. 
the one in Columbia was their de- 
fense," said Clemson Coach I.M. 
Ibrahim, "It didn't seem to matter 
who I put out there on the wings, we 
just couldn't get any penetration." 
The loss against South Carolina 
(14-4-2) was preceded by a 3-1 
defeat at the hands ('er feet) of 
North Carolina State in the ACC 
Tournament semifinals. Down 2-0 
at the 43:33 mark, Clemson's Chris 
Martinez scored on a penalty kick 
to close the gap to 2-1. However, 
ACC player of the year and 
Hermann Award candidate, Henry 
Guttirez, put the game out of reach 
with an unassisted free kick goal 
from 22 yards away. N.C. State 
advanced to defeat Virginia in the 
championship game 2-1. 
With these two late season losses, 
many fans may feel that the Clem- 
son soccer season is a disappoint- 
ment. Those Tiger fans are asked to 
recall the preseason when Clemson 
was not included in the Soccer 
America Top 20. Despite the win- 
ning tradition of Clemson soccer, 
expectations for the 1990 campaign 
were not high. It was not until the 
talent of two freshman came into 
light, striker Jimmy Glenn and 
keeper Jaro Zawislan, that expec- 
tations rose. 
Those two outstanding freshman 
teamed with two experienced se- 
niors , Pearse Tormey and Thomas 
Najjar, to lead Clemson to a regular 
season ACC championship. 
On October 28 Clemson was 
ranked #1 an faced #7 Virginia at 
Riggs Field. With only 2:50 left in 
regulation and UVA leading 1-0, 
all looked lost for the top-ranked 
Tigers. Suddenly, Thomas Najjar 
passed of the side of his foot to John 
Hammontree, who touched the ball 
passed goalie Jeff Causey for the 
tying score. 
Neither team could muster a goal 
in overtime, and Clemson became 
ACC regular season champs by 
virtue of a 4-1-1 record in the ACC. 
Several other high points make 
the 1990 soccer season a success 
rather than a disappointment, start- 
ing with Texas native Jimmy Glenn. 
Glenn was showered with acco- 
lades, including All-ACC honors 
and ACC Rookie-of-the-Year. He 
leads the ACC and is among the 
nation's leaders in goals with 19, 
and scoring with 43 points. As 
merely a sophomore next season, 
Glenn will be a consensus AJ1- 
American and candidate for the 
Hermann Award, soccer's equiva- 
lent to college football's Heisman 
Trophy. 
Senior striker Pearse Tormey, 
who hails from Ireland, led the 
ACC in assists at 14 and is third in 
the history of Clemson with 41. 
Moreover, he became only the 
second soccer player in Clemson 
history to join the 40-40 club (40 or 
more goals and 40 or more assists 
in a career). 
Goalkeeper Jaro Zawislan 
toppled the record for most saves 
in a season with 130 this year. His 
net tending was nearly flawless in 
recording ten shutouts, and he is 
the leading candidate for Adidas 
Goalkeeper-of-the-Year. Keep in 
mind that Zawislan is only a 
freshman. 
To continue: I.M. Ibrahim was 
named ACC Coach-of-the-Yearfor 
the fourth time; Sophomore John 
Payne had an outstanding year and 
is among the ACC's top 5 in points 
and goals; Clemson participated in 
its 15th NCAA playoffs; and the 
Tigers were 6-3-1 against Top 20 
teams. The list of accomplishments 
goes on and on. 
So it was only the final two 
games that were disappointing for 
soccer supporters. The season as a 
whole was a pleasant surprise and 
a great success; and the cliched 
phrase "wait 'til next year" may 
turn-out to be prophetic. 
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The Tigers could find little to smile about after the 
season-ending loss to USC in the NCAA playoffs. 
Walk-on Mitch Belton fought an up-hill battle to the top of the special teams 
Mitch Belton 




Mitch Belton skies high in 
by Nelson Berry 
staff writer 
For senior defensive back Mitch 
Belton, there were many reasons 
thathewouldn'tplaymajorcollege 
football. First, 5-8 players usually 
don't receive scholarships unless 
they have race-horse speed. Un- 
fortunately, Belton doesn' t possess 
world-class speed. 
player profile 
As fate would have it, Belton 
was burned in a freak accident his 
senior year in high school. After 
experiencing car trouble one Satur- 
day afternoon. Mitch went to check 
the radiator. The cap exploded, 
sending the scalding water and an- 
tifreeze onto his unprotected face 
and arm. 
As a result of this accident, re- 
cruiters lost interest. Belton de- 
cided to enroll at Clemson on an 
academic scholarship and forego 
his football dreams. 
However, after he spent the fall 
of '86 as a spectator, he wanted to 
the air to slap down a punt 
try football one more time. He 
would soon leam of the long odds 
as a walk-on faces. 
"It's hard being a walk-on. It's 
like being at a party uninvited. You 
have to try three times as hard as a 
recruit does. You have to do that 
just to get a chance. You don't get 
many chances; you just take ad- 
vantage of the ones you do get." 
Belton finally made the team in 
spite of the odds and some of his s 
friends' advice. 
"A lot ofpeople were telling me 
'you're crazy'," he said. "Ikindof 
thought I could (play football). It 
took me awhile to show the coaches 
I could play. When I first got out 
there I was a little timid. Most of 
them were a lot bigger and stronger 
than I was. I just worked real hard 
to get as strong as they were." 
Soon. Belton cracked into the 
special teams. Although he wasn't 
an every down player, he made 
quite an impact. Belton feels the 
right mental approach of a special 
teams player is critical. 
"You gotta be a crazy maniac. If 
you're running downfield and don' t 
photographc 
last year against Furman. 
keep your head on a swivel looking 
here and there, somebody is gonna 
blindside you and kill you. You 
have to think on the run and make 
split second decisions." 
"You have got to be real effec- 
tive. Ifyoumessup. it's-messingup 
the whole thing. Everybody's got 
their individual lanes and blocks. 
so if you mess up your part it's 
going to help the other team." 
Belton soon became a real impact 
player. Against Maryland in 1989. 
Belton blocked two punts in one 
quarter. Against Maryland this year, 
his block sprung Doug Thomas on 
a vital kickoff return for a touch- 
down. 
His hustle on the punt coverage 
team knocked a ball loose against 
Appalachian State, allowing the 
Tigers to recover it at the one. 
Belton hopes to take this hard- 
nosed approach to Tampa, where 
the Tigers will take on Illinois in the 
Hall of Fame Bowl. 
"We're going to spend a week in 
Orlando. We are going to have 
two-a-day practices. Its going to 
be hot down there.   Then we're 
Belton Facts 
I Clemson record: Belton holds the single-season 
record for blocked punts with three in the 1989 
season. 
Best All-Around Game: Belton is best remem- 
bered for his spectacular performance against 
Maryland in 1989 when he had two special team 
tackles and two blocked punts in one quarter, 
another Clemson record he holds by himself. 
Strength Charts: His pound-for-pound power 
ratio is second best on the Clemson Team. 
Years lettered: 1988,1989 
going down to Tampa, practicing 
and doing promotional things for 
the bowl. We going to have a good 
time, but we're going to be serious 
and ready to play." 
Belton feels the ends have justi- 
fied the means. 
"It has its bad times." he said. 
"People don't know the sacrifices 
we make with personal life, friends, 
school, and family to be in the 
spotlight. I think the good over- 
comes the bad when we go to a 
bowl. You can ask anybody how it 
is being out in front of 82.000 people 
Saturday, and that Barnyard Burn 
and places like that with people 
looking at you." 
Belton plans to graduate in De- 
cemberand then will pursue a MBA 
in January. He hopes to try his 
hand in coaching as well. Wher- 
ever he goes, it fs probable he will 
persevere. 
"I want to be remembered as a 
person who endured the hard times 
of being a walk-on. I graduated on 
time. I was a person that didn't 
want to walk-on just to be on the 
team. I wanted toplay. Iwanttobe 
remembered as someone who got 
my head above water, played ball 
at Clemson and had a good time 
doing it." 
Although the odds of Mitch 
Belton not playing were great, ulti- 
mately it was his determination 
which proved greater. 
^TMO'v 
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Grapplers nationally ranked and undefeated 
Melissa Roma 
staff writer 
The Clemson wrestling team 
started it's season with a bang. In 
their opener against Furman, the 
Tigers had a final score of 41-5. 
Donnie Hecke 1 and J ym Guyer both 
won with pins, while four of the 
other men won by points. 
Their next challenge was the 
Southern Duals Meet in Chatta- 
nooga, Tenn., this past holiday 
weekend. The Tigers landed on 
top in all three of their matches. 
They defeated Tennessee, South- 
west Missouri State, and Carson- 
Newman College. 
Heckel, Kurt Howell. and Mike 
Mammon collected victories in all 
three matches while Guyer, David 
Miller, Keith Turner, Kurt 
Rosenberger, and Scott Williams 
got two each. Also helping out the 
Tigers were Jason Wheeler, Jim 
Carazola, and John Gardner. 
The men's wrestling team 
started this season with high hopes. 
After the Furman match, they were 
ranked 16th in the nation. Coach 
Eddie Griffin feels that he has "... 
a good solid team up and down the 
lineup. We really do not have any 
weak spots this year, however we 
do need to answer some questions 
in order to be a top 15 team." 
One of these questions is cer- 
tainly not at the 118 pound weight 
class. Here Heckel dominates the 
field. Amateur Wrestling News and 
Wrestling USA both rank him third 
in the nation. He finished last sea- 
son with a 27-4-1 record, a perfect 
ACC record, and is tied for eighth 
place on the Clemson list for most 
victories. He is already 4-0 for this 
season. 
Adding to this very solid team is 
Senior Kurt Howell. Howell is 
ranked 6th by the Amateur Wres- 
tling News, and 7th by Wrestling 
USA. Although he suffered an in- 
jury during his sophomore year, he 
was able to bounce back last season 
to capture the ACC title at the 126 
pound weight class. 
Three other Tigers are nationally 
ranked by Wrestling USA. They are 
Dave Miller at 16th. Kurt 
Rosenburger at 14th, and Scott 
Williams at 19th. Last season Miller 
was an ACC finalist and NCAA 
participant. 
Rosenburger suffered from a 
knee injury and was therefore unable 
to see much competition. Williams 
was a NCAA finalist and will be the 
sole competitor for the Tigers in the 
heavyweight class. 
The Tiger's schedule is tough as 
they continue the first half of the 
season with three more tournaments. 
The first of these is this weekend in 
Las Vegas, Nev. The remaining two 
will both be held in Tampa, Fl. 
Single competition action will begin 
early in January. 
Coach Griffin's questions still 
need to be answered, as they remain 
at number 16. However, their 
unblemished record and nationally 
ranked team members continue to 
give hope to the possibility of a 
ranking in the top 15. 
Women's Basketball topples Alabama State 
by Eric Lyons 
assistant sports editor 
Senior center Jackie Farmer led 
Clemson in scoring and rebounding 
en route to the championship of the 
Kansas State Tournament this past 
weekend. 
Farmer scored 27 points and 
grabbed 20 rebounds to lead 
Clemson to a 83-74 opening round 
victory over Alabama State. Her 21 
points and 14 boards in the cham- 
pionship game gave the Lady Tigers 
a 68-61 win over host Kansas State. 
"Jackie certainly had some bright 
moments in both games, and I want 
to challenge her to continue playing 
as hard as she did in this weekend's 
tournament," said head coach Jim 
Davis. 
The opening round win over 
Alabama State was, according to 
Davis, one where "...saying we won 
ugly wouldn't do it justice." 
The first half was close until 
Clemson, down 31-27, went on a 
16-6 run led by Farmer's seven 
points to lead 43-37 at halftime. 
ASU got within five in the second 
half, but no closer. 
Against Kansas State, the Lady 
Tigers jumped out to a quick 15-6 
lead with 13:38 to go, but Kansas 
State cut it back to four, 21-17. The 
Lady Tigers defense clamped down 
and held scoreless over the next 
five minutes, building the lead back 
to 28-17. Kansas State would get no 
closer than five points the rest of the 
way. 
While Jackie Farmer was the 
most valuable Tiger for the tourna- 
ment, Coach Davis cited other play- 
ers that contributed as well. 
"Melissa Millerplayed very well 
against Kansas State, and Courtney 
Johnson played solid all weekend 
long." 
The Lady Tigers, 2-0 overall, 
will open the 1990-91 home season 
Saturday night when they host the 
College of Charleston at 7:00 pm in 
Littlejohn Coliseum. 
Women's Track places third 
in the NCAA Tournament 
by Jim Carlisle 
staff writer 
The Lady Tigers' cross coun- 
try team finished third at the NCAA 
Championships held in Knoxville. 
Tennessee on November 20, 
marking Clemson s highest na- 
tional finish in women's cross 
country. In the past ten years, 
Clemson has placed in the NCAA 
top-ten several times, peaking at 
fifth place in 1982,1984 and 1986. 
Junior Anne Evans received 
All-American honors for her 7th 
place finish in this year's NCAA 
meet, clocking in at 16:35. Evans 
is one of only two runners in 
Clemson cross country history to 
be named All-American twice and 
to win the ACC meet twice. She 
has captured first place in four 
meets and improved her national 
finish from 19th place in 1989 to 
seventh this year. 
Freshman Mareike Ressing 
from Pinneberg, Germany, was 
also named an All-American for 
her 15th place finish in 16:50. 
Kris Salt finished next for the 
Lady Tigers, pulling up to take 
68th in 17:27. Edwina Foley was 
soon to follow at the 84th spot in 
17:37. Gail Groulx finished 99th 
in 17:42 to bring the team score to 
204. 
This strong national finish 
came after the Lady Tiger's took 
second place at the ACC Champi- 
onship meet on October 27 in 
Charlottesville, Virginia. 
Clemson has often placed 
second or better at the ACC 
Championship meet, including a 
1986 win. 
Anne Evans won the ACC 
meet, clocking in at 17:26 while 
Mareike Ressing and Kris Salt 
won All-Conference honors for 
their strong finishes. Ressing took 
third place in 17:34 and Salt placed 
fifth in 17:47. 
With the runner-up finish at 
the ACC meet, the third place at 
the NCAA meet and having two 
All-American runners, the Lady 
Tigers' cross country team has 
definitely conquered its mountain 
of goals that it set for itself during 
preseason. 
TRAIL from page 25 
revelation was that Tech had 8 
first-place votes as compared to 3 
for Miami, but because 15 out of 
60 voters didn't even put the 
Jackets in the Top Five, Miami 
took the higher place on the poll. 
One pollster even had the Jackets 
ranked 13th. 
And as if the entire situation 
isn't screwed up enough, the bowl 
officials insist on verbally com- 
mitting with teams before the of- 
ficial signing date of November 
24. With so many late-season 
upsets, the bowl match ups will be 
far from pairing up the top-rated 
teams. In fact, not one team in the 
Top Five is playing another Top 
Five team. 
Some sports writers are even 
suggested that no team should be 
crowned the national champion 
this season. 
This sports writer is even sug- 
gesting that no team should be 
crowned the national champion 
any season UNTIL a playoff sys- 
tem is implemented in college 
football. 
PRESENTING 
NEW EAST CAMPUS 
HOUSING 
Available for Occupancy Fall 1991 
LOOK FOR FURTHER INFORMATION IN THE JANUARY 1991 TIGER 
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The mens' and womens' swim teams paddle past 
Virginia Tech to retain their undefeated records 
Melissa Roma 
Staffwriter 
Coach Bob Boettner led the 
men's and women's swim teams to 
yet another victory last week as 
they defeated Virginia Tech. 
Boettner is among the all-time 
winningest coaches at Clemson. 
regardless of the sport, and has been 
honored by the ACC as Coach-of- 
the-Year six times while at Clem- 
son University. 
The women's team increased 
their record to 4-0 overall (3-0 ACC) 
by coasting past Virginia Tech with 
a final score of 147-75. 
Freshman Heather Langendorfer 
set a top mark for the Lady Tigers in 
the one-meter diving event at 
215.60. That score was slightly 
above her top mark of 206.90 in the 
three-meter event. 
Many other freshmen were on 
the leader board as well. Jennifer 
Abell holds the top time in the 50 
meter freestyle and Jennifer 
Kilbride is the leader of the 200 
meter breaststroke event. Kilbride 
is also a member of the top 400 
meter medley relay squad. 
The men's team also breezed 
past VA Tech with ease. The team 
overtook the Hokies with a final 
score of 155-80. This brought the 
Tigers to a 5-0 overall record and a 
4-0 ACC standing. 
Sophomore Henry Faris is set- 
ting the pace for the men's team 
with three top times. These top 
marks include the 200-meter indi- 
vidual medley, the 200-meter but- 
terfly, and the 400-meter medley 
relay. 
Against Virginia Tech. Frank 
Clark set a new high mark for this 
season in the 50-meter freestyle with 
a time of 20.99. 
Chad Allston is another strong 
link on the men's team, holding top 
times on both of the relay squads as 
well as in the 100-meter freestyle 
event. 
After having so much success 
on the road against VA Tech, both 
the Tiger teams will try to continue 
to keep their undefeated seasons 
unblemished with wins at the col- 
lege invitational this weekend at 
Fike recreation center. 
Kevin Taylor / IILjd photographer 
A Clemson swimmer gasps for a breath of air in the freestyle event. 
RESERVE     OFFICERS'    TRAINING     CORPS 
■*r*V?v 
'3S&3* ****** 
Saturday. December 1. 7:00 PM 
The College of Charleston 
Wednesday. December 5. 7:00 PM 
UpcomingWomen's 
Basketball Home Games 
UNC-Charlotte 
Saturday. December 8. 7:30 PM 
South Carolina 
Saturday. December 15. 7:30 PM 
Augusta College 
Central's Jeweler 
Many Gift Items Under $30 
Marie Miller 
204 Wentink Road, 
Central 639-6584 
Follow the signs at Hwy. 93 & Earle Rd. 
CASH IN 
ON GOOD GRADES. 
If you're a freshman or sophomore with good 
grades, apply now for a three-year or two-year 
scholarship. From Army ROTC. 
Army ROTC scholarships pay tuition, most 
books and fees, plus $100 per school month. They 
also pay off with leadership experience and officer 
credentials impressive to future employers. 
BEST FUND RAISER 
ON CAMPUS! 
Your student organization can earn 
up to $1,500 in just one week 
sponsoring a marketing program 
for a Fortune 500 Company. 
• NO SALES 
• NO INVESTMENT 
• BUILD TEAM WORK 
• HAVE FUN! 
CALL TODAY (800) 592-2121 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE. 
Contact Captain Blake Lowman 
656-3107 
Get the best tan in Atlanta 
while in control of your summer job! 
Lifeguards, Headguards, Pool Managers 
& Pool Supervisors 
Plus:    Guarcl Parlies 
'
s=
~    Chauffeur Driven Trips 
Nlglils Out at Comedy Clubs 
Challenging Alhlellc Events 
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BOWL from page 25 
has rushed for 1,056 yards on the 
season, gaining 263 of those yards 
last weekend against Northwest- 
em. Griffithowns the mini's season 
and career records for touchdowns, 
scoring 15 touchdowns this season 
and33forhiscareer. Thoserecords 
were once held by the late football 
legend, Red Grange. If that's not 
enough to impress, Griffith broke 
an NCAA record by scoring eight 
rushing touchdowns this year in a 
56-21 victory over Southern Illi- 
nois. 
The Illinois defense also has its 
standouts. Two-time All-Ameri- 
can nose tackle Moe Gardner heads 
the list of Illini strongmen. Gardner 
owns the school record for career 
tackles for loss with 54 (-223 yards). 
Gardner also has 306 career tack- 
les, eighth-best on the all-time Il- 
linois tackles chart. The senior is a 
finalist for both the Outland Trophy 
(Clemson's Stacy Long is also a 
finalist) and the Lombardi Award 
this year. 
Senior inside linebacker Darrick 
Brownlow is one of the five final- 
ists for the Butkus Award, given to 
the nation's best linebacker. His 
competition for the award includes 
Clemson's Levon Kirkland. 
Brownlow leads the Illini with 139 
tackles this season and has 461 
career stops, second in Illinois his- 
tory. Brownlow also leads his team 
in tackles for loss with eight. 
Gardner and Brownlow will 
have to stop the rushing attack of 
the Clemson Tigers, led by ACC 
Rookie-of-the-Year Ronald Wil- 
liams. Williams was not listed on 
the Clemson depth chart back in 
July, but has exploded for 914 yards 
and eight touchdowns this season. 
The Tigers rank ninth nationally in 
rushing offense with 255.3 yards a 
game. 
The Clemson defense is the top- 
ACC 





W   L  T 
OVERALL 
W  L  T 
Ga. Tech 6 o 1 901 
Clemson 520 920 
Virginia 520 8 3 0 
Maryland 430 6 5 0 
UNC 3  3   1 6  4   1 
N. C. State 340 6 5 0 
Duke 16 0 470 
Wake Forest 070 3 8 0 
Schedule 
Dec. 1 
• Georgia Tech at Georgia 
ACC Bowl Games 
Independence : Maryland vs. La Tech 
All-American : N.C. St. vs. Southern Miss 
Blockbuster : Florida St. vs. Penn State 
Hall of Fame : Clemson vs. Illinois 
Citrus : Georgia Tech vs. Nebraska 
Sugar : Virginia vs. an SEC team 
rated unit in the nation, finishing (9.9 points allowed), first in rush- 
first in total defense (216.9 yards ing defense (71.7 yards allowed) 
allowed), first in scoring defense    and seventh in pass defense. 
A+RENTS •RENT •BUY •RENT- TO-OWN 
ALL THE COMFORTS OF HOME 
$14 oo mo. ■ Full Size Bed..  
■ 5 Piece Ninette ....   l^T    mo. $1800 Sofa and Chair mo. 
$095 Compact Frig   7    mo. 
Appliances 










1 And 2 Bedrooms 
Fully Furnished 
Central Air 
Pool and Club House 
On-site Manager 
Free Shuttle Bus 
Much More 
250 ELM ST. 
1.1 Miles From Campus 
AT CLEMSON 
654-2876 
SALES / RENTALS 
SPRING SEMESTER RENTAL PROGRAM 
MAKE YOUR RESERVATION EARLY FOR FALL '91 
* * *# '+< '<& *S4 *<& *S> * * 
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By Steven Jordan 
Signed Poster 24x32 • Price $40 
Visit our Gallery at 400-1 College Avenue in Clemson, or 
use the form Below. Free color brochures are available. 
Just Call, write, or come by. 
Other Jordan posters also available 
|   Qnty        Item                                          Price 
Unframed Poster @$40 
Call for quotes on framed posters 
J    Ship to: Sub-total 
SC tax 5% 
1    Name 
Shipping $5.00 UPS Address 
Total 
Sending:          O Check 
Charge To:      O M/C 
DVisa 
.J 
■    Daytime Phone # 
■    Acct.*                                                                                                                 Exp 
■    Signature required 
ALLENS' CREATIONS, INC.FRAME and ART GALLERY 
P. O. B ox 452 Clemson, SC 29633 







JU\Jol UJS THOUSANDS OF OTHER PRIZES 
FREE GAMECARD FOR EACH BOOK YOU SELL 
y 7"'VJK^. 
No Putcriase Necessa.y VOKI where p»oh.t*ted Gaw Beams 
^STL"S° •"•"^■•"V '9» F„, compile aeia.ls see Olliciai flules ai patfoMt,™, coUeqe bookswes 
The Ultimate Roadtrip: a 1991 Ford Probe LX, plus 10 nights at Fairficld Inn by 
Marriott, and $200 cash for gas. 
IVpsi* Mini-Vending Machine, plus ii free "vcir's supply" (52 <«IM») <>l I'epsi pnidui ls-^J^J 
Aquatcrra "Spectrum* kayak, <nmplete with helmet, lite vest, and paddle. 
IWi.ihli-t Dpl.ivrrs. Cis.M-nri.irt-vi!in».iM". I '.mm (UfltJ 
SELL YOUR BOOKS AT: Student Bookstore & Supply 
Downtown - on the corner 
654-2005 
Free 12oz. PEPSI 
Dec. 10- Dec. 15 
Gamecard - 55c coupon on Pepsi - 6 - pack 
Bliy- One Sweat: Get 50% OFF Sweat of equal or less value 
t^e    . Tees...Boxers...License Plates... 
^O0* Poster...Hatrs...Cups...Glasses...Stuffed Animals 
Gift Wrap?  /  Mailing Services 
vou may receive a ROADTRIP USA gamecard and o#t»cial rules by ma*ng a sell addressed irst-class stamped business envelope to be received bv 
Ju*y t 1991 jo Foaett Gamecard -Rules PO Bo* 6603 Eimnurst IL 60126 8603 l«m.t 1 gamecard'rutes p« stamped requesl  
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Campus Bulletin 
announcements 
The Tiger is accepting canned 
food donations for the homeless. If 
you would like to contribute, bring 
your donations by The Tiger offices 
at 906 of the University Union. For 
more information on how other groups 
can get involved call David at 656- 
2158. 
The Department of Social Services 
of Pickens County and its Volunteers 
are asking for your help in providing 
Christmas gifts and necessary items 
for the abused and/or neglected 
children in our county. If your 
business, organization, church group, 
or if you as an individual would be 
interested in sponsoring a child for 
Christmas, please call the Department 
of Social Services at 878-2451 or 
868-2931. Leave your name and 
phone number, and one of our 
volunteers will get back in touch with 
you to match your interests with a 
special child or family. 
Renters Information Fair will be 
held Jan. 28 and 29 in the Palmetto 
Ball Room, 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
The Catholic Student Association 
invites all Faculty and Staff of St. 
Andrew's Catholic Church to adinner 
held in your honor. Please bring your 
families! Tuesday, Dec. 4, at 6:30 
p.m. in Brimley Hall. 
Interested in preserving Southern 
Heritage? Join the Sons of the 
Confederate Veterans. Call 858-7725. 
The Honor Society of Phi Kappa 
Phi announces competition for it's 
annual National Fellowship Program. 
Fifty fellowships in the amount of 
$7000 will be awarded for full time, 
first year graduate study or 
professional study. Applicants for a 
Phi Kappa Phi Fellowship must be a 
member of Phi Kappa Phi and plan to 
enroll in a graduate program or 
professional study program during 
the 1991-92 year. The Clemson 
University Phi Kappa Phi Chapter is 
limited to one nominee for the national 
competition. Application forms and 
instructions are available from Dr. R. 
Elling in Room 306, Lowry Hall (656- 
3318). the deadline for applications 
is Feb. 1, 1991. Graduate Record 
Exam scores, or equivalent for other 
fields of study, are not mandatory but 
are strongly encouraged. 
Tryouts for the Intercollegiate 
Men's Club Volleyball Team are 
Wednesday, Dec. 5, 4:00 p.m., at 
Fike-Little Gym. We're looking for 
anyone who has previously played 
organized 6-man volleyball or is tall/ 
athletic and feels he has the talent to 
be competitive. We will travel on 
some weekends. Questions? Call Paul 
Larger 653-5036. 
Christmas Show-Join the 
Chamber Singers and "CU AfterSix" 
singers, Thursday, Dec. 6, for a night 
of music of the season. $2 donation at 
the door. 
There will be two meetings of all 
those interested in volunteering their 
time to help in our community on 
Dec. 6, 1990. The first meeting will 
begin at 10:00 a.m. and the second 
meeting will start at 6:30 p.m. You 
are welcome to attend either meeting. 
The meeting will be held at Oconee 
Untied Way Volunteer Center. 
Located at 409 East North First Street 
in Seneca. (Side entrance) We would 
like you to keep in mind the best gift 
you can give is to give to others. Any 
questions call Liz Fisher 882-8889. 
The Catholic Student Association 
welcomes you to a special exam week 
mass. In Student Senate Chambers, 
Wednesday, Dec. 12, at 10:00 p.m. 
Electric City Cycling Club invites 
interested persons to group rides 
across beautiful country roads. Pick 
up an event calendar at your local 
bicycle shop or call 224-5924. 
On Tuesday, Dec. 4, at 7:30 p.m. 
The Foothills Group of the Sierra 
Club will hold its regular meeting 
and Christmas Party at the Clemson 
Unitarian-Universalist Fellowship, 
226 Pendleton Road, Clemson. John 
Garton, Duke Power, will give a short 
talk on the Bad Creek Project and its 
current status. Sierra Club calendars 
will be available. Visitors and guests 
are welcome. 
The Disciples of Christ 
Evangelistic Ministries in association 
with The Clemson University Gospel 
Choir, will be giving a Singles 
Seminar entitled, " Sacred Through 
Singleness." This seminar will take 
place Saturday, Dec. 1, 1990 at 9:00 
a.m. to 2:00 p.m., in the Y-Theater at 
the University. The topics for this 
seminar are overcoming Loneliness, 
Coping with Peer Pressure and 
Conquering Sexual Sins. Registration 
will begin at 8:30 a.m. 
We need students who think 
economics is fun. There are not many 
of you, but those who do have a 
unique opportunity. An MA in 
Economics from Clemson University 
equips you for a wide variety of 
interesting jobs in industry and 
government. It provides the ideal 
preparation for law school. For those 
who want to test the waters of graduate 
school without committing their entire 
lives to academic work, it can not be 
beat. Students who think economics 
is fun have a blast at Clemson. For 
details, write CM. Linsay (DGS), 
Dept. of Economics, Clemson 
University, Clemson, SC 29634. 
Calling All Santas-The University 
Bookstore is searching for one or two 
male volunteers to play Santa Claus 
during the Christmas open house on 
Dec. 4. The costume that is available 
fits a tall or medium-sized person. 
Interested potential Santas should 
contact David Morris at the 
Bookstore, 656-2050. 
Cure Post-Exam Depression: Go 
skiing Dec. 16-20, 1990 for about 
$210. This includes 4.5 days of skiing, 
lift tickets, lessons at your level, 
equipment and lodging in Boone N.C. 
For information come to 138 
Lehotsky, Nov. 15 or 19 at 6:30 p.m. 
Or call 656-2206 (if no answer 656- 
3400). One hour credit is available as 
LS-130 or LS-230. Beginners most 
welcome. 
The Clemson University Union is 
giving the children of Helping Hands 
a Christmas party on Sunday, 
December 2. The idea is to give these 
abused and abandoned children some 
special attention with games, a 
Christmas movie, food, and lots of 
fun. It would be a joy to see delightful 
expression of these children receiving 
a gift from Santa. If you are interested 
in sponsoring a child with a gift of 
between $30 and $40, please contact 
the Union Program Office at 656- 
5829. We have a list of names and 
ages of these children (46 to be exact!) 
so we do need your help. 
for sale  
Is It True...Jeeps for $44 through 
the U.S. Government? Call for facts! 
504-649-5745 EXT. S-5987. 
For Sale: 1 round trip United 
Airline ticket, Greenville to Des 
Moines, Iowa. Leaves Dec. 19, return 
Jan. 5. $150. Call 639-1524. 
For Sale: Computer software 
printer. Zenith 181 lap top. Two 3.5 
inch drive. Serial Parallel and RGB 
Port. Dos, Wordperfect, etc.. Star and 
NB-10 printer with case. $1000. 
Contact Marvin at 656-0206 or 653- 
9318. 
help wanted 
Classic Photo has immediate 
openings for Photographers. 35mm 
experience helpful. Transportation a 
must! Variable work schedule, Good 
Pay! Call 654-8019 Monday-Friday, 
12:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
Overseas Jobs, $900-$2000 mo. 
Summer, year-round, All countries, 
All fields. Free info. Write IJC, PO 
Box 52-Corona Del Mar CA 92625. 
Spring Break-only $350, Spend it 
in Florida Keys or Bahamas on one of 
our yachts. All meals, sun and fun 
included. Easy sailing, Miami FL. 
1(800)780-4001. 
Assemblers: Excellent income to 
assemble products from your home. 
504-646-1700 Dept. P5158. 
Easy work! Excellent Pay! 
Assemble products at home. Call for 
information. 504-641 -8003 Ext. 5987. 
Spend Spring Break Sailing the 
Bahamas on a 48 ft. luxury yacht. 
Groups of 6 to 8. Seven days barefoot 
sailing the Bahamas $488 each 
includes private cabin and meals. 
Springbreak Hotline 1-800-999-7245 
anytime. 
Earn Extra Cash with the push of 
a pin. Put up posters with application 
forms for VISA, MasterCard and 
other national credit cards on campus. 
And earn up to $2 for each response, 
it's that easy. Call 1-800-950-1037 
Ext. 75 
Fast Fund-Raising Program. Earn 
up to $1000 for your campus 
organization. Plus a chance at $5000 
more! This program works! No 
investment needed. Call 1-800-932- 
0528 EXT.50 
Best Fund-raiser on Campus! 
Looking for fraternity, sorority or 
student organization that would like 
How To Get A Job In The Creative Fields 
Offering Seminars on getting a job in advertising, product manage- 
ment, copyrighting, art director, fund-raiser, marketing director, media 
director, photographer, musician, and sales account executive. 
Techniques and Tricks used by Top Agency and Manufactur- 
ing People In the New York City Creative Job Roulette World. This 
will be a limited seminar. Please forward a double spaced typed-letter 
telling us why you should be included in such an elite group. Please 
attach $10.00 for application review and processing. All those who 
apply will be notified so be sure to leave an address, phone number. 
Respond to Box A-1, Keowee Key, Salem, SC 29676 
Most Importantly, this seminar must be taken before individual 
seminars in the fields mentioned above can be taken. 
This is real street knowledge by folds who have been there and 
been successful there, not book learning, boring lectures by guys 
who have hidden in the halls of Academia all their lives. 
This is up to you...do you want to be transformed into a highly 
creative person actively planning and developing a strategy for that 
first job, five-year plan, and career? Or in this recession, do you want 
to be put to sleep by a bunch of people that don't know/what the real 
world's all about? 
No joke, tomorrow you could be eliminated from McDonalds, 
because you have a college degree. 
to earn $500-$ 1,000 for a one week 
on-campus marketing project. Must 
be organized and hard working. Call 
LisaG. at (800) 592-2121. 
Free Health Club membership at 
Total Fitness of Clemson in exchange 
for 3 fun hours of employment per 
week. Call Frank at 654-3066. 
We need Self-Motivated Students. 
Earn up to $10/hour. Market credit 
cards on campus. Flexible hours. Only 
10 positions available. Call Now 1- 
800-950-8472 EXT.20. 
Lost: Blue Lands End jacket. Call 
Mitch 858-8032.  
miscellaneous 
Start thinking about Spring 
Break!!! Reputable travel agency 
offering student priced trips to 
Bahamas, Jamaica, and more. NO 
Catches! Get your deposit in before 
Christmas Break and save an 
additional $20. Formore information, 
call Dan 653-7523. Starting January, 
we will have an office next to Campus 
Copy Shop. 
housing 
Roommate wanted for Spring 
semester. Two bedroom duplex near 
Rollercoaster Road. $165 a month, 
includes utilities. Call John at 885- 
1048. 
Responsible female roommate 
needed for 2 bedroom townhouse 
toward Pendleton. Rent $900 for 6- 
months or $ 150/mo. Furnished except 
for your bedroom. Call 646-7739 for 
details. 
House For Rent- 2 miles from 
campus, 2 bedrooms, 2 bath. Living 
room and Kitchen upstairs. Two 
bedrooms downstairs. Large yard, 
plenty of parking. Available Jan, '91 
Call 654-3815 
lost and found 
Reward to anyone who found a 
black change purse between the 
library and Martin. Wednesday, Nov. 
21. Please call 858-8469. 
Lost: Black and white stuffed 
rabbit in parking lot near Los 
Hermanos Nov. 27. My 18-month 
old is heartbroken. If found, call 646- 
3193. 
Lost: Woman's gold Seiko watch. 
If found, call Amy at 868-9794. 
Found: Prescription glasses near 
duck pond in Horticultural Gardens. 
Call 656-3798 to claim. John Trice. 
Lost: In desperate need of return! 
Keys and ID at last Sunday's soccer 
game. Keep money and holder. 
PLEASE return ID's and keys! I 
haven't any money on my DBA 
anyway. Call 654-0951 or drop off in 
Box 7599. 
personals 
Good luck Rennae, Kelly, and 
Jennifer. Congratulations on your 
upcoming graduation. Love, Eric. 
David-Congratulations, you 
finally made it (even if it did take you 
eight years)! Love, Susan. 
Electa, Happy belated Birthday! 
David 
Ray-Thanks for doing all that you 
do, it really means a lot to me! Love, 
Susan 
Kim- Get Well soon! CME 
Bobbin,Dewitt,and Stacey- 
Thanks for personally making the 
Mother of the Year, "Queen for a 
day." The Jamieson's 
PIGMAN-Take care of Big Dog 
back at Winthrop. Don't follow in 
Stevie's footsteps anytime soon. - 
Skel, Trull, Nark, Lisle, and Spruce. 
Lynn-Have you seen my salad? 
Ashley S.-Can't wait 'til next 
weekend! This "place" in Pendelton 
doesn't involve any movies does it? - 
Guess Who? 
To THE PURPLE ROSE-Your 
secret is safe with us-or is it? 
YO. Kell! Where are all of your 
personals? Come back soon so we 
don't have to make them up anymore. 
Sheila, will you marry me??? - 
RobT. 
Hey Turtle-Do us a favor and deep- 
6 the Lasagna. 
• 1991 Calendars 
• Pad Holders & Other Gift Items 
• Quill and Cross Pens 
CLEMSON OFFICE PRODUCTS 
210 Victoria Square, College Ave. 
Clemson, SC 654-6396 
"50% off 
all frames! 
Not valid with 
other oiscounts 
or prior orders 
Full Payment 
Required 
Expires December 31, 1990 
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